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NOMENCLATURE 
a function of $ defined in equation (3-19) 
3F/ ^ 
2 
gravitational acceleration, cm/sec 
grid step size in x-direction, cm 
half-distance between the two parallel membranes, cm 
positive integer in x-direction 
positive integer in y-direct i on 
1. grid step size in y-direct ion, cm. 
2. square root of ultimate viscosity coeff ic ient, 
(gm/cm-seep 
2 
k/pU , dimensionless viscosity coefficient 
length of the flow channel, cm 
2 
pressure of fluid, dyne/cm 
pressure factor defined in equation (A-6), dyne/cm 
dimensionless pressure 
dimensionless pressure factor 
3 
entrance volumetric flow rate, cm /sec 
2 
entrance Reynolds number, 4U Hp/k 
wall Reynolds number, v Hp/k2 
step size ratio, h/k 
dimensionless yield stress of fluid 
,T dimensionless stress components 
entrance average velocity, cm/sec 
velocity component in x-direction, cm/sec 
velocity component in y-directi on, cm/sec 
wall suction velocity, cm/sec 
dimensionless wall suction velocity 
dimensionless velocity component in x-direction 
dimensionless velocity component in y-direction 
width of the flow channel, cm 
distance in x-direction, cm 
dimensionless distance in x-direction 
distance in y-direction, cm 
dimensionless distance in y-direction 
relaxation factor in stream-function equation 
relaxation factor in shear-stress equation 
shear-stress correlation factor defined in equation (2-35) 
Newtonian viscosity coefficient, g/cm-sec 
fluid density, gm/cm3 
shear stress tensor, dyne/cm2 
yield stress of fluid, dyne/cm2 
,T stress components, dyne/cm2 
dimensionless stresm function 
conventional stream function defined in equation (4-1) 
components in x-direction 
components in y-direction 
positive integer, denotes a grid point at x= IAX 
positive integer, denotes a grid point at y= JAy 
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SUMMARY 
Ultrafiltration of blood between two parallel membranes was 
studied in this work. The blood was considered as a non-Newtonian 
fluid with rheological properties that follow the Casson equation. 
Creeping flow, constant physical properties and constant wall suction 
rates were assumed. 
* The system was studied as a two-dimensional Cassonian flow. 
The well known Casson equation for one-dimensional flow was expanded 
into multi-dimensional flow form as a function of the second invariant 
of A, the symmetrical rate of deformation tensor. The flow equations 
were first reduced to dimension!ess form. A dimensionless stream func-
tion and dimensionless shear stresses were defined and the flow equa-
tions were reduced to two equations in terms of these variables. Rela-
tions between the shear stress components were developed to reduce the 
four shear stresses to one shear stress. 
The stream function equation and the shear stress equation were 
then rewritten with finite difference approximations for the derivative 
terms. A successive relaxation procedure was used to obtain numerical 
values of the stream function and the shear stress. The stream function 
equation had to be solved iteratively within each relaxation cycle. 
Since there was no similar study or experimental data for com-
parison, the accuracy of the numerical technique used was checked in 
limiting cases with the results obtained from analytical solutions. 
The agreement of the iterative results with the analytical results were 
excellent. 
X 
The half distances between membranes were set at 0.005, 0.01 
and 0.05 cm. The blood yield stress was taken to be the normal aver-
age value of 0.04 dyne/cm in most cases but other values were also 
used to study the effect this yield stress term had on the flow. The 
entrance Reynolds number covered a range from 0.25 to 25. The wall 
Reynolds number covered a range from zero to 0.025. 
It was found that increasing yield stress values caused an 
increase in shear stress and pressure drop. With wall suction, the 
shear stress of the fluid and the pressure drop became smaller than 
those without wall suction. Larger suction rates resulted in smaller 
shear stress and less pressure drop. 
Some relationships between the variables studied were developed 
to help predict the flow behavior at other flow conditions from the 




Artificial Kidneys and the Significance of this Study 
It has been reported [1] that about 20% of the up to 50,000 
people who die each year from kidney disease are suited to artificial 
kidney treatment or kidney transplantation. The artificial kidney is 
capable of postponing death from irreversible kidney failure for a few 
years of even indefinitely in some cases. The artificial kidney is 
also used routinely to sustain a patient who is waiting for a suitable 
donor kidney to become available for transplantation. 
Ever since Kolff's [2] pioneering treatment in 1943 of the first 
uremic patient by means of hemodialysis, use of the artificial kidney 
has increased steadily for the correction of biochemical abnormalities 
associated with endogenous or exogenous intoxication. Scribner [3] in 
1960 demonstrated a permanent cannulation technique which allowed rela-
tively easy access to the blood stream for connection to the artificial 
kidney on a regular basis. In the following years, the attention of 
researchers turned to the task of optimizing and simplifying the equip-
ment to increase its reliability and to reduce capital and operating 
costs. Especially notable were the engineering improvement efforts of 
Babb and Grimsrud [4], Esmond [5], Stewart [6] and Oja [7]. 
Although significant improvements have been made by the above-
mentioned investigators, the basic means of mass transfer of all the 
2 
present day clinical units is still dialysis, which requires a large 
quantity of specially formulated dialysate and a precise delivery sys-
tem to carefully control the flow condition of the dialysate. Regard-
less of how small and efficient the blood-dialysis fluid transfer unit 
is made, there still remains the cumbersome delivery system requirements 
of pumping, conductivity control, heat exchange, pressure control, 
precise stream mixing and safety. Therefore, the patients are liter-
ally immobilized for treatment two or three times a week. A portable 
or wearable treatment unit which can be moved along by the patient is 
much desired. The only way to achieve this kind of portability is to 
eliminate the handling of the large quantity of dialysate. This requires 
a different concept of an artificial kidney. One such concept is the 
selective ultrafiltration and returning of water and perhaps some neces-
sary electrolytes back to the blood stream while leaving behind the 
toxic substances such as urea, creatinine, etc. This process would 
be more analogous to the function of the living kidney than the dialysis 
process. Preliminary work toward the development of a blood ultrafil-
tration unit has been done by a few investigators [8-16] but the 
recovery of water has not yet been attempted. 
Because of the many advantages of the ultrafiltration artificial 
kidney, it is believed that ultrafiltration will ultimately replace 
dialysis in artificial kidneys. 
Very few theoretical studies can be found in the literature on 
blood ultrafiltration because it has only recently gained importance. 
The fact that blood is a non-Newtonian fluid and that blood ultrafil-
tration processes involve two dimensional flow make the mathematical 
study of this problem very complicated. 
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It is the object of this work to pioneer into the task of solv-
ing such a blood ultrafiltration problem to obtain the flow patterns 
and velocity-pressure relations which will assist the design of an 
ultrafiltration artificial kidney and the prediction of its perform-
ance. 
Rheology of Blood 
It has been mentioned previously that blood is a non-Newtonian 
fluid. Normal human blood possesses a distinctive yield stress. When 
the yield stress is exceeded, the same blood has a shear-stress shear-
rate function closely following Casson's model, which implies reversible 
aggregation of red cells in rouleaux and flow dominated by movement of 
rouleaux [16]. Casson's equation [17] was first developed for pigment-
oil suspensions and relates the rheological properties of a suspension 
composed of particles which are capable of aggregating into rodlike 
clusters. 
i i dV 
T 1 = T * + k(- -r-^) 
yx o dx ; 
(l-l) 
Because of the formation of rouleaux by red blood cells [18], 
good correlation has been found between the rheological data taken on 
human blood with the Casson equation [19,20,21,22]. For banked-type 
0 blood (containing ethylene-diamine tetraacetic acid as anticoagulant) 
the following empirical relations have been proposed [23]: 
T h = (H - 0.017)^(1.55 C. + 0.76) 
o v f (1-2) 
k = [ 
(1 - H) 2j 
(1-3) 
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where T = y i e l d s t ress , dyne/cm 
H = hematocrit (volume percent of red ce l l s in whole blood) 
Cr = f ibr inogen concentrat ion, g/100 ml 
u = v iscos i ty of the suspending plasma, cent ipoise 
j = a dimensionless constant of the order of un i t y , 
varying wi th the concentrations of the other plasma 
prote ins. 
For normal human blood at a hematocrit of 40, the average value 
of T i s 0.04 dyne/cm and the average value of k is 0.18 (g/sec-cm)2 
[22,24]. 
Two-Dimensional Blood Flow 
I t has been pointed out that blood u l t r a f i l t r a t i o n involves two-
dimensional flow of a non-Newtonian f l u i d . Because of the complexities 
involved, most analy t ica l studies of blood flow have been great ly sim-
p l i f i e d . Blood flow in d ia lys is a r t i f i c i a l kidneys has been treated 
as one-dimensional Newtonian f l ow i n many papers [ 2 5 , 2 6 , 2 7 ] . M e r r i l l 
[24 ] , Aroesty [28 ] , Kosijman [29 ] , Shay [30] and Oka [34] used Casson's 
model in t he i r blood flow analysis but t he i r studies were l im i ted to 
one-dimensional f low. Although there are many papers on the u l t r a f i l -
t r a t i o n of Newtonian flow between para l le l plates and cy l i nd r i ca l pipes 
[31,32,33] no a r t i c l e on the u l t r a f i l t r a t i o n of non-Newtonian flow 
could be found in the l i t e r a t u r e . 
The scope of th is work w i l l be confined to the simplest case 
of two-dimensional Cassonian f low, namely the u l t r a f i l t r a t i o n of blood 
between two para l le l membranes wi th constant wall suct ion. 
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CHAPTER II 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
The system under consideration, Figure 1, consists of a 
Cassonian fluid flowing downward between two parallel walls. At a 
certain point in the channel the walls become permeable. The flow 
is laminar and fully developed before the fluid contacts the walls 
that are permeable, and the dimensions of the channel are such that 
it can be considered semi-infinite. 
Additional assumptions are: 
(1) The fluid is Cassonian with constant physical properties. 
(2) The flow is steady, isothermal and two-dimensional 
with velocity components in the x- and y-directions 
only. 
(3) The wall suction rate is uniform and constant at each 
wall. 
(4) There is no wall slip. 
(5) The flow is symmetrical about the middle plane between 
the walls. 
The purpose of this study is to establish for such a system 
velocity and pressure profiles at various mass flowrates, wall suc-
tion rates and yield stresses. 
6 
Figure 1 . Schematic Drawing of the System. 
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Development of Casson's Model fo r Two-Dimensional Flow 
For mult id imensional, incompressible f low, Newton's law of 
v iscos i ty is 
x = -yA (2 -1 ) 
where A is the symmetrical rate of deformation tensor with cartesian 
components A.. = (dv./dx.) + (av./3x.). The coefficient of viscosity 
y is independent of T or A for a Newtonian fluid. 
For a non-Newtonian f l u i d , the re la t i on between T and A is 
T = -nA (2-2) 
where the non-Newtonian viscosity n is a scalar function of A or T. 
Consequently n must depend only on the invariants of A. The three 
invariants of A are 
Ij = (A:6) = I. A ^ (2-3) 
I2 = (A:A) = Zi z A 1 j A j 1 • (2-4) 
I3 = detA = S iZ jZ k e i j kA l iA 2 jA 3 k (2_5) 
From the equation of continuity it can be shown that I, is always 
zero for incompressible fluids 
I = V i i 
3V. 3v. 
3V. 
= 2 (A-V) 
But (A-V) = 0 for incompressible fluids, therefore 
l1 = 0 
For many simple flows, the third invariant I~ either vanishes iden-
tically or can be assumed not yery important. Therefore it is custom-
ary to assume [35,36,37] that n can be taken to be a function of the 
second invariant I«. 
The Casson equation for one-dimensional flow has been intro-
duced in Chapter I; 
v v dvv Jg 
T * = T * + k ( . ̂ L) (2-6) 
yx 0 v dx ' v ' 
Squaring the above equation: 
V d Vv ^ 2 d Vv 
T = T + 2T 2 k(- -*-*•) + k (- -*-*-) (2-7) 
yx 0 0 v dx ' v dx ' v ' 
According to Hohenemser [35], the above equation can be written in 
the following tensor form for multidimensional flow: 
9 
= -[x + 2 x h k|4 (A:A)"| 2 
A 
o o *' 2 
+ k2[ /T(ATA)|3 ° — (2-8) 
|/[(A:A)| 
For two dimensional flow in the x- and y-directions: 
, 9v 2 9v 2 8V 3V 2 
1(A:A)= [(^) M ^ ) ] + I ^ + ^ X ] (2-9) 
Since this quantity will always be positive, substituting (2-9) into 
(2-8) gives 
3V 2 8V 2 
x = -a0(2t(i/) + (^) ] (2-io) 
L 8x ay J ' 
i 3V 2 8V 2 
+ V k(2«3r> + ^ ] 
+ ^ + ^ > + k>* 
For two-dimensional flow, the following stress components exist: 
8V 2 3V 2 3V 3V 2 -% 
Txx = -^o< 2[<l^ + ^ > > + ^ + ^ ) (2-") 
x 9V 2 3V 2 9V 3V 2 -% 
+ 2x0^k(2[(^) + (̂ ) ] + [^ + ^ ) 
+ k2} (2 — ^ ) 
v 3X ' 
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9V 2 9V 2 9V 9V 2 ~h 
T = _{ T (2[(—) + (—̂ ) 1 + [—^ + — 1 ) (2-12) 
yy cr LV3x y ay ; 9x ay y v ' 
! 9V 2 9V 2 9V 9V 2 -% 
+ 2x^(2 [(^) +(^) ] + [ ^ + ̂ ] ) 
9V 
+ k2} (2 ^ ) 
3v 2 9V 2 9V 
x̂y = V = - W ^ + ^ ^ ^ + lT]) (2"13) 




} (_x + _ £ ) 
V9y 9X ; Fluid Flow Equations and Boundary Conditions 
The system to be studied is represented in Figure 1. A 
Cassonian fluid with density p, yield stress x and Casson viscosity 
k is flowing downward between two parallel walls which change from 
non-permeable to permeable at a certain point down the stream. The 
rectangular coordinate system is used with x measured from the initial 
end of the permeable walls down along the direction of the flow, and y 
measured from the medium plane between the two parallel walls out 
toward the wall on the right. The distance between the two walls is 
2H and the width is W. The initial volumetric flowrate is Q and the 
o 
initial pressure is p . 
The governing equations for a multidimensional Cassonian flow 
are 
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Equation of Continuity 
(v-v) = 0 (2-14) 
Equation of Motion 
p Dv = . VP - [ V - T ] + Pg (2-15) 
x 2T k 
T = . { ° + ° - - T - + k
2 } A (2-16) 
A (A:A)| | A (A:A)| 
For steady two-dimensional Cassonian flow in the system described, the 
governing equations reduce to 
Equation of Continuity 
3v 8v 
*- + T - ^ = 0 (2-17) 
dx dy 
Equations of Motion 
8v av „ dx 8T 
(v _JU v _ X ) = . i R . (__XZ + _ J ^ ) + pq (2-19) PV x ax y ay ' 3y v 3x ay ' yy v ; 
where as derived in (2-11), (2-12) and (2-13) 
12 
xx 
8V 2 9V 2 3V BV 2 - \ 
{V2[<^r> + <#> J + ̂  + i r 1 > 
x OV ^ dV <- dV dV Z 
+ 2^k(2[(^) +(^)]+[^X+-yi] ) 
3V 
+ k2} ( 2 - ^ ) 
ax 
yy 
av 2 av 2 .. _. _ 
! av 2 av 2 av av 2 -% 
+ 2T "2 k(2[(—) + (—^) 1 + [—^ + — A ] ) o v LV3x ; v a y ' J L ax ay J y 
av 
+ k > <2 3y*> 
av 2 av 2 av av 2 -% 
T = T = - {T ( 2 [ ( — ) + [—£) ] + [—^ + -—*•] ) yx xy l ov uax ; vay y ax ay y 
! av 2 av 2 av av 2 -% 
+ 2T ̂  k(2[(—-) + (—^) 1 + [—^ + — 1 ) 0 v uax ' vay ' J L ax ay J ' 
av av 
+ k2} (—*• + - ^ ) vay ax ; 
Boundary Conditions 
at y = 0 , y = 0 
3vj 
~a7 = 0 
and x = x = 0 yx xy 
at y = ±H, v = ±vQ (constant) 
13 
and 
at x = 0, 
vx = 0 
T = 0 
XX 
p = p, 
and 2W / v d y = Qr 
H x 
a t x = x , 2W / v dy = 0 - 2W / v dx 
' * X J H 0 J 0 0 0 
Dimensionless Fluid Flow Equation and Boundary Conditions 
To rewr i te the f low equations and boundary condit ions in dimen-
sionless quan t i t i es , the average i n i t i a l ve loc i ty U = Q /2WH and the 
hal f distance H between the two para l le l wal ls were chosen as reference 
quant i t i es . The dimensionless variables are defined as fol lows 
T = T /PU 
0 0 K 0 
K = k/(pUQH)' V = v /U o o o 
X = x/H 
T = T /p lT xx xx' H o 
T = x / P U
? 
xy xy / M o 
Y = y/H 
T = x / P U
2 
yy yy o 
Tyx = V p U o 
P = [p - p ( g / + g y y ) ] / pu 0 
Subst i tu t ing the above dimensionless variables in to the previous 
equations and boundary condit ions gives the fo l lowing dimensionless flow 
equations and boundary condi t ions: 
14 
Equation of Continuity 
aV aV 
aX aY 
£ = (2-20) 
Equation of Motion 
aV. aV 
+ V aP - (-
3T aT 
x aX ¥y aY aX v aX aY 
(2-21) 
aV aV 
+ V aP 
aT aT 
. (-JUL + _J^) 
x ax y aY aY v ax aY 
(2-22) 
where 
av 2 av 2 av av 2 -k 
T „ = - (T f2[(-^-) + (-**-) ] + [ 
xx ax aY aY ax 
*] ) (2-23) 
aV 2 av . 2 av.. av.. 2 -h 
+ 2T/2 K(2[(-^) + (-/) ] + [-J5. + - / ] ) 
ax aY aY ax 
av 
T w = - {TJ2[( 
av 2 av 2 av av 2 -5 
yy 
+ 2T "2 K( 
+ K 2} (2 
3X ' * laY "-) J 
3V 2 
2 [ < 3 X X ) 
+ 1 
av 
^ a Y • 
av 
+ [ 
aY ax *] ) 
) ] + [ 
av. av 2 -k 




9V 2 9V 2 9V 9V 2 -h 
Tyx = Txy = " tT«(2[(WL) + (^) ] + l^r + ̂  ) (2-25) Ovt-LV9X 9Y 9Y 9X 
9V 2 9V 2 9V 9V 2 -% 
9V 9V 
+ i/2) (—X + __JK 
9Y 9X 
Boundary Conditions 
at Y = 0 , 
and 
at Y = ±1 , 
and 
vy 
• = o 
3Vx 
3Y = 0 
Tyx = Txy = ° 
vy 
= ±V 
Vx = 0 
Txx = 0 
at X = 0 , P = P 
and / VdY = 1 
at X = X , / VxdY = 1 - / VQdX 
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Equations in Terms of a Modified Dimensionless Stream 
Function and Stresses 
Differentiating (2-21) with respect to Y, differentiating (2-22) 
with respect to X and combining the two resulting equations to elimi-
nate the pressure terms gives 
9V 9V a 9V 3Vw 
°- (y * + y X) _ °— (v _ X + V —X-) (2-26) 
9Y ^ x 9X vy 9Y ; aX ̂ vx 9X y 9Y ' KC LD} 
= i_ &ZL + !k) . i_ (!!xx + !L^L) 9X V 9X 9Y ; 9YV 9X 9Y ' 
Now assume a modified dimensionless stream function \|> which is defined 
by the following relations: 
x 9Y y 9X 
With the above definition, V and V automatically satisfy the equation 
of continuity (2-20). 
Introducing the stream function y into (2-26) gives 
( t ) ^ + § ) ] - ( ! ) ^ + $ » <2-27> 
= <L ( ! k + ! k ) . 9_ (!Zxx + !Zzx} 
9X ^ 3X 9Y ; 9Y V 9X 9Y ' 
The left side of (2-26) can be written in a more conventional form 
a(f>v2f) = i_ (11M. + !!yv.) . L_ (!lxx + ! L ^ ) (2-28) 
9(X,Y) 9X V 9X 9Y ' 3Y V 9X 9Y ; U ^ ° ; 
where 
17 
8 U S V 2 I J J ) = 






IY ( V 2 ^ 
and 
3X 3Y 
Introducing the stream funct ion i|> in to (2-23) , (2-24) and (2-25) gives 
.2 , 2 2 2 - 5 
v-<y«yr> + ( ^ - ^ ) ] (2-29) 
+ 2 T ! s K [ 4 ( | J Y )
2
+ ( ^ f - ^ - f )
2 ] " 5 4 
0 3 X 3 Y 3Y 8X2 
+ ^ <2 fxfy) 
2 , 2 2 2 -5 
'yy V ^ a X a Y ' ^ y 2 ^ 2 ' J 
(2-30) 
i ^ 2 2 2 2 _ ^ 
° 8 X 8 Y 9Y 3X 
+ K2> (~2 M Y > 
V = Txy = " { T o ^ & 2 + ^ - ^ V " ( 2 - 3 1 ) 
V * 2 I 2 * 2 | a 2 . 2 " ^ 
0 3 X 3 Y 9Y 3X 
+ K2} (^£- ^f) 
9Y 9X 
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By (2-29) and (2-30) 
T = -T (2-32) 
xx yy v ' 
This re la t ion can also be proved wi th stress equations (2-23) , (2-24) , 
and the equation of cont inu i ty (2-20) in terms of ve loc i ty components. 
Subst i tu t ing (2-32) in to (2-28) gives 
2„. 2 T 2„ 
, / , n 2 , x 3 T 3 T 3 T 
9 ( f > v f ) = Y*. XI + 2 *£• (2-33) 
3(X,Y) a y 2 8)(2 * 9X3Y
 U ^ ' 
The assumption of creeping flow great ly s imp l i f i es the above equation 
without ser iously r e s t r i c t i n g the u t i l i t y of the resul ts [38] . By 
assuming creeping f low, the l e f t side of (2-33) may be neglected. Af ter 
rearranging 
32T 92T 32T 
*r ^ + 2 7 v # = 0 (2-34) 
3Y2 8X2 8 X 9 Y 
Dividing (2-29) by (2-30) gives 
Txx 
? 8 <P 
L 3X3Y 







F , - & f , - & - £ - ' - £ (;-35> 
T.... = (^)T = 2YT 
xx y yx yx 
Substituting (2-35) into (2-34) gives 
2F2 (YTyx) + D
2Tyx = 0 (2-36) 
where 
Tyx = - (To[4(F%)
2 + (d\)2Vh (2-37) 
+ 21% K[4(F%)2 + (D%) 2]" % 
+ K2} (D%) 
Equations (2-36) and (2-37) are to be solved with the following 
boundary conditions: 
at Y = 0 , ip = 0 , 
and 










' Y = l 
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at X = 0 , 
• ' J F ^ M 1 - ^ - K V * 1 - ! * 3 ' 2 ) <2-38> 
i\ 
+ T o ( l - | ) } 
and Tyx = PfY (2-39) 
where P/2 = | T^2 + (3K2 - ̂  T Q ) ^ (2-40) 
Derivations of equations (2-38), (2-39) and (2-40) are pre-




It is often very difficult or even impossible to obtain analyti-
cal solutions for fluid flow problems that involve complicated partial 
differential equations such as those developed in this study. How-
ever, the numerical approximation method coupled with the high-speed 
electronic computer can in many cases give numerical solutions at pre-
determined points in the domain of interest which are sufficient for 
engineering design and analysis. The numerical techniques used in this 
study are "finite difference approximations," "the relaxation method," 
"Newton-Raphson iteration" and "the method of false position" [39,40, 
41,42]. 
Mathematical Derivation of Finite Difference 
Differentiation and Graphical Interpretations 
Finite difference approximation converts differential equations 
into algebraic equations which correlate the functional values of the 
neighboring points. In doing this, each differential term in the differ-
ential equation is replaced with a corresponding finite difference 
approximation. Such finite difference approximations can be obtained 
from Taylor's series. 
Referring to Figure 2, y=f(x) is a function represented by the 
curve ABC whose first derivative we wish to approximate. Dividing the 
x coordinate into equal increments of Ax 
22 
X, = lAX , 
fj = f(xj) = f(lAx) and 
fI+1
 = f( x I + 1) =
 f ( ^ x + A x) 
From Taylor's series expansion 
fI-l = fI " Ax S 
Ax2 d2f Ax3 d3f 
I 2! dx2 3 . 3 
I dx 




 fI + Ax % 
.2 .2 3 ,3 Ax̂ " d^f . Ax" dJf , AX d f + 
2' 2 
I ^ dx2 




As long as Ax is sufficiently small, terms of the order of Ax and 




f - f 
AX 
+ O(AX) (3-3) 
or from equation (3-2) 
d£ 
dx 
f - f 1+1 I 
AX + 0(AX) (3-4) 
If equation (3-2) is subtracted from equation (3-1) and neglect-
ing the AX and higher order terms, we get a better approximation 
because we do not have to neglect the AX terms 
23 
y i i 
y = f ( x ) 
AX Ax » 
c fi+i X/f 




f i - i A 
L 
1 1 
X I - 1 X ] [ 
X I +1 
X 






f - f TI+1 TI-1 
2 AX 
+ 0(AX ) (3-5) 
where 0(AX ) is the truncation error involved in neglecting the terms 
of the order of AX and higher. 0(AX ) can usually be neglected 
when AX is sufficiently small. 
The approximations in equations (3-3), (3-4) and (3-5) can also 
be obtained graphically (Figure 2). By definition, df/dxL is the 
slope of the tangent line LM. This slope can be approximated by the 
slope of line AB or line BC and best by the slope of line AC. When Ax 
becomes smaller, these slopes approach the true slope of the tangent 











f - f 
AX 
f - f TI+1 TI 
AX 





Equations (3-3A), (3-4A) and (3-5A) are equivalent to equations (3-3), 
(3-4) and (3-5) with the truncation terms 0(Axn) neglected. 
Adding equations (3-1) and (3-2) and neglecting AX and higher 
order terms we get 
dx 
f
T^i - 2fT + fT , 














where f}+-i/o and fl-i/o are the slopes of the curve at xT+-. ,? and 
xI-l/2 w n i c n c a n ^e approximated by the slopes of BC and AB. 
1+1/2 
1-1/2 
df . fI+l " fI 
dx 1+1/2 AX 
df . fi " fi-i 








fI+l - 2fI + fI-1 
AX2 
(3-6A) 
Again (3-6A) is equivalent to (3-6) with the truncation term 
0(AX ) neglected. 
The derivation procedure used in equations (3-7), (3-8), (3-9) 
and (3-6A) will be used in deriving approximations to partial deriva-
tives with respect to two independent variables in the next section. 
System of Grid Points and Two-Dimensional Partial Derivatives 
Consider a function f(X,Y) which depends on both X and Y. Cover 
the X-Y plane with a rectangular grid system as shown in Figure 3 so 
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1 
1-1,J+l l.J+l t I + l,J+l 
I-I,J X.J 1 + 1, J 
1-1,J'l I , J - / I+hJ't 
Figure 3. System of Grid Points 
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that the gr id point ( I , J ) i s equivalent to the space point ( lAX, JAY) 
and the value of the var iable f(XsY) on th is gr id point is f r , = 
f( lAX,JAY). The neighboring gr id points are labeled ( I + 1 , J ) , ( I - 1 , J ) , 
( I . J+1 ) , ( I , J - 1 ) , ( I+1,J+1), ( I - 1 , J - 1 ) , ( I + 1 J - 1 ) and ( I - l . J + 1 ) as 
shown in Figure 3. 
Let t ing AX = k, AY = h and k = sh, the pa r t i a l der ivat ives can 
be approximated according to (3-5A) and (3-6A) as 
11 
3X 
f I + l , J " f I - l , J _ f I + l , J " f I - l , J 










f - 2f + f 
1+1 ,J ^ T I , J 1-1,J 





f - 2f + f 
T I ,J+1 ^ T I , J T I , J - 1 
I ,J 
(3-10) 
The der iva t ive 32f/8XaY can be approximated by a procedure s im i la r to 
the steps taken in der iv ing (3-6A) 
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3"f = 9_ (11) 
I,J ** ^ 8X8Y 1,0 
3f 9f 
8Y 1+1,0 8Y 1-1,0 
2sh 
1 , f 1+1,0+1 " f1+1,0-1 fI-l,J+l " f I- l ,J- l 
2sh { 2h 2h 
82f 
I J 4 s h
2 (fI+l,J+1 + fI-l,J-1 fI+l,J-l f I- l ,J+l ' 3X8Y 
Finite Difference Flow Equations 
From equations (3-7), (3-8), (3-9), (3-10) and (3-11) we can 
write 
F ^ T ' i i ( J 3X3? ( Y T ) I I , J (3-12) 
4sh I^
T>I +1,J+1
 + ( Y T )I-1,J-1 
• ( Y T ) I + 1 , J - 1 *
 ( Y T ) I - 1 , J - 1 ] 
where T = T 
yx 
2 2 
D2j| = (1 1—) Tl 




1,0+1 + T I f J - l > -
2 < s - ^ . J 
(3-13) 
"TI+1,0 " T I -1 ,0 ] 
Substituting (3-12) and (3-13) into (2-36) 
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S [ ( Y T ) I + 1 , J + 1 + ( Y T ) I - 1 , J - 1 " ( Y T ) I + 1 , J - 1 
(3-14) 
" ^ T ) l - l , J + l l
+ s 2 ( T I . J + l
+ T I , J - l ' 
-^-^Tl.J-Vl.J-Vl.j' 0 
Equation (3-14) can be rewritten in the following form 
S [ ^ I + I , J + I »
T I + I , J + I
) + ^ I - I , J - I ) ( T I - I . J - I )
 (3-15) 
- (YI+I,J-I)(TI+I,J-I} - (YI-I,J+I)(TI-I,J+I)] 
+ 5^Ji,^+Ji,^)-2is2-')1i,o 
' TI+1,J " TI-1,0 ° 
where 
and 
y = (^) YI,J V2 ' 
(F%) I,J 
I,J ( D 2^I,J 
(F2*) 
I,J ^ ( * i + l , J + l . + *i-l,J-i 
- Ij, 
I+l.J-1 ' *I-1,J+1 ) 
I ^ L J - T T ^ I * ! ^ ! +*I,J-1> - 2 ( S ̂ H L J 
s h 
""'I+I.J " *I-1,J] 
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Rearranging equation (3-15), we get 
T I + I , J
 = S 2 ( T I > J + I
+ T I , J - I > - ^ - ^ U J 
or 
(3-16) 
TI-1,J " S [ ( Y I + 1 , 0 + 1 ^ T I + 1 , J + I ' 
+ (^I-1.0-1)(TI-1,J-1) ' ̂ I+l.J-l^I+l.O-l* 
" ( Y I - 1 , J + 1 ) ( T I - 1 , J + 1 ) ] 
T i+ i,j
 = T i+ i,j
 + a { s 2 ( T i , J + i
 +h,o-i) (3-17) 
" 2< s "^Tl.O-Vl.O-Vl.J 
~ S[(YTJ.I IXI)(TT.LI ui) 
+ (' 
I+1,J+TV I+l.J+1 
I - l , J - l ) ( T I - l , J - l ' " ( Y I + 1 , J - 1 ) ( T I + 1 , J - I ' 
" ( Y I - 1 , J + 1 ) ( T I - 1 , J + 1 ) ] } 
where a is a relaxation factor, found by trial , for faster conver-
gence. 




2*) I s J
2 +(D2«)ifJ
2] 





( * • 
+ $. - i|i. 
- * • 
(D%) 
i , j 4 s h2
 v n + i , j + i n - i , j - i n + i , j - i V I - I , J + I 
I,J =~h [ S 2 {^I ,J+ I
 + ^ 1 , 0 - 1 ' " 2 ( s 2 " 1 J * I , J 
s h 
" *I+1,J • * I - 1 , J ] 
Equation (3-18) cannot be expressed explicitly for \K+, ,. Iterati 
methods have to be used. 
on 
Newton-Raphson Iteration 
Let F(* I + 1 > J) = {T 0[4(F
2*) I > J
2
 + ( D % ) I > J
2 ] - J s 
+ 2T 0 \ [ 4 {F
2 * ) I f ( J
2
 + (D%) I ; J
2 ] 
+ K
2 } ( D 2 * ) I ) J + T I ) 0 
(3-19) 
then 
3F(*I+1 j ) 
F ' ( * I + 1 ; J ) = 3 V l s J ' 
2 i - * - (T0[4(F f l ^ / * ( 0 ' * ) , ; ] 
+ 2T0'
SK[4(FS)I / M D
2 * ) ! / ] 
2 n - 5 
+ K 2 X - 4 T ) 
s h 
+ { T 0 [ 4 ( F
2 * ) M
2
+ ( D % ) I s J
2 r 3 / 2 
(3-20) 
(D2*) 
+ ^ "W^Ji,/ + ( D 2 * ) I ,J 2 ] " 5 / , , [ -^ - ] 
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The value of F(^T + i i ) approaches zero when ij>j+, , approaches a value 
that s a t i s f i e s equation (3-18). To f i nd t h i s value of i|>T+, -,, a f i r s t 
estimation i|>, , , i s made, then the next improved est imation is 
* I+1,J w h e r e 
i> = * • 
F«*I+1.J> 
I + l . J H + l . J r , , . o , 
F ( ^ I + 1 , J ) 
(3-21) 
Repeating this process 
m+1 
* I+ l .J i> 
F <W 
I+1,J p,/.m , (3-22) 
m = 0, 1 , 2, 3 . . . . 
u n t i l 
,m+l ,m I 
* I+1,J " * I + l , j l < e 
Where c is a a r b i t r a r i l y chosen small value. This process is i l l u s -
t ra ted in Figure 4. While Newton-Raphson i t e r a t i o n usual ly converges 
qui te f a s t , i t i s unstable in some cases as shown in Figure 5. 
The Method of False Posit ion 
This method is i l l u s t r a t e d in Figure 6. The algor i thm is con-
tained in the fo l lowing sequence of steps: 
Step 1. Choose two approximations ^ I+-, , and \ j * I + , , such that 
Step 2. Find a next approximation from the formula 
* 1+1, J 
^ I + 1 , J ) F ( * I + 1 , J ) " ( ^ I + 1 , J ) F ( » I + 1 > J
) 
F ( * I + 1 , J ) " F ( * I + 1 , J ) 
(3-23) 
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Figure 4. Newton-Raphson Iterat ion 
34 
Figure 5. Newton-Raphson Iteration 
Fails to Converge. 
35 
Figure 6. The Method of False Position. 
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Step 3. If |^+ljJ - *}+l9j|< e or if |^ + 1 J - ̂ ^ < e 
for a prescribed e, iK+-. , is accepted as the answer. 
If not, go to Step 4. 
Step 4. If F ( / I + 1 J J ) F ( ^ + 1 J J ) < 0, replace * j + 1 ̂  by ̂ + 1 > J, 
leave ij;T+, , unchanged and compute the next approxi-
mation from equation (3-23). Otherwise replace 
^1+1 1 ̂  ^1+1 J' ̂ eave ^T+-| i unchanged and compute 
the next approximation from (3-23). 
Although this method usually does not converge as fast as the 
Newton-Raphson method, it is more stable and always converges to the 
solution value if the function changes sign around this value. 
If a solution to equation (3-18) is found to be ij;t+, ,, then it 





 + e(*i+i,j " "'i+i.j* (3-24) 
where $ is the relaxation factor. A successive relaxation method 
[39,42] will be used to calculate the values of Tj+, , and ipT-i-i J ̂
rom 
equations (3-17) and (3-24). 
Computational Procedures 
Most of the calculations were carried out with a Univac-1108 
electronic digital computer. The computer programs involved are pre-
sented in Appendix B. The following logic steps were taken in computing 
the desired quantity: 
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(1) Calculate initial values of \\> and T with equations (2-38) 
and (2-39). These are the stream functions and shear 
stresses of a one-dimensional Cassonian flow between two 
parallel plates with nonpermeable walls. Mathematical 
operations in obtaining equations (2-38) and (2-39) are 
presented in Appendix A. 
(2) The stream function $ and the shear stress T on the cen-
tral plane, which is the lower boundary of the flow field 
to be studied, are set equal to zero. 
(3) The stream function on the upper permeable wall, which is 
the upper boundary of the flow field to be studied, is cal-
culated according to the boundary condition i\> - 1 - V X on 
the permeable wall. 
(4) In order to reduce the number of iterations needed, a first 
estimation of i>r , is made by the following relation 
*I,J " (* ~] *o,J 
' ro, wall 
(5) New values of \\> on the f i r s t l i n e are calculated wi th i t e r -
at ion equations (3-22) and (3-24) un t i l the di f ference in 
the values of i\> between two successive i t e r a t i v e steps is 
less than e, ( input data) at each i n t e r i o r point on the 
f i r s t l i n e . 
(6) New values of \\> in the downstream flow f i e l d are calculated 
by i t e ra t i on equations (3-23) and (3-24). 
(7) Hew values of T are calculated by equation (3-17). 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The present chapter is devoted to the presentation and discus-
sion of numerical experiments on the ultrafiltration of a Cassonian 
fluid between two parallel membranes. The greatest portion of the 
numerical calculations was carried out with the aid of a Univac-1108 
electronic digital computer at the Georgia Institute of Technology Rich 
Electronic Computer Center. A small portion of the calculations was 
made on the CDC CYBER 74 electronic digital computer after the Com-
puter Center made the change from Univac to CDC. 
Various rectangular grid steps were used to test the accuracy 
of the calculations. It was found that 100 grid points in the X-direc-
tion and 25 grid points in the Y-direction were sufficiently small to 
give excellent results. The X to Y grid step ratio, s, used in the 
calculations was 25, which was close to the maximum value that would 
not affect the convergence of the iteration process. 
The results were plotted with a Calcomp plotter and are presented 
graphically. Five different types of plots are presented for the easy 
visualization of the effect of the different variables on the flow. The 
five types of plots are: (1) streamlines and shear-stress contours in 
the XY plane, (2) stream function and shear stress in steps of X vs Y, 
(3) V in steps of X vs Y, (4) pressure on the central plane vs X, 
(5) V in steps of X vs Y. 
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The streamline and shear-stress contours were plotted with the 
aid of the GPCP (General Purpose Contouring Program) program by 
California Computer Products [43]. 
The half distances between the parallel membranes are 0.005 cm, 
0.01 cm and 0.05 cm. The entrance Reynolds number R (41) Hp/k ) 
x o 
2 
covers the range from 0.25 to 25. The wall Reynolds number R (v Hp/k ) 
covers the range from zero to 0.025 (Tables 1 , 2 ) . 
Results are presented and discussed in four sections: (1) Com-
parison of iterative and analytical results in limiting cases. 
(2) Effect of wall suction rate on the flow. (3) Effect of finite 
yield stress on the flow. (4) Some mutually related variables. 
Comparison of Iterative and Analytical Results 
in Limiting Cases 
It is difficult to make a truly comparative evaluation of this 
study because no experimental or other numerical work could be found 
on two-dimensional Cassonian flow. However, the logic and validity of 
the computational procedures can be checked out in two ways. 
(1) By setting the finite shear stress T to zero in the input 
data, the problem is reduced to a two-dimensional Newtonian flow whose 
analytical solution can be obtained as the following equation: 
* = \ O - Y3)(l - VQX) (3-25) 
A comparison of the values calculated with the equation above 
and the values obtained with the iterative procedure at selected grid 
points is presented in Table 3. It can be seen that the agreement is 
excellent. Only the last two digits differ from the analytical values 
41 
Table 1. Values of Variables Studied in Cassonian Flow 
R 
y 
0.01 0.0400 1.00 0.00000 
0.01 0.0400 1.00 0.00025 
0.01 0.0400 1.00 0.00050 
0.01 0.0400 1.00 0.00075 
0.01 0.0400 1.00 0.00100 
0.01 0.0400 1.00 0.00150 
0.01 0.0400 1.00 0.00200 
0.01 0.0000 1.00 0.00100 
0.01 0.0100 1.00 0.00100 
0.01 0.0400 1.00 0.00100 
0.01 0.0800 1.00 0.00100 
0.01 0.2000 1.00 0.00100 
O.Ol 1.0000 25.00 0.02500 
0.01 0.0100 0.25 0.00025 
0.05 0.0016 1.00 0.00100 
0.005 0.1600 1.00 0.00100 
0.05 0.0400 25.00 0.02500 
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at but a few grid points in the worst cases. 
(2) By setting the wall flux velocity v equal to zero (R =0) 
in the input data, the problem is reduced to a one-dimensional 
Cassonian flow whose analytical solution is derived in Appendix A 
as: 
* = 7 t f i v i - x > - ! T o J s p f j 5 < 1 - I Y 3 / 2 > (3-26) 
w h e r e Pf = | T ^ + (3K
2 - 5§ T / * (3-27) 
A comparison of the values calculated with the equation above 
and the values obtained with the iterative procedure at selected grid 
points is presented in Table 4. The analytical value is a function of 
Y only since there is no wall flux. The iterative value did change 
between X = 0 and X=20 but stabilized with greater X values. The lar-
gest deviation of the iterative value from the analytical value is 
somewhat larger than in the Case 1 comparison but is still less than 
0.05% from the analytical value. The agreement can still be considered 
excellent. 
The excellent results of the two comparisons made above indi-
cate that the logic and iterative procedures developed in this study 
are valid and sound. 
Effect of Finite Yield Stress (x ) 
The finite yield stress T is a characteristic term in the Casson 
J o 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































human blood. To study the effect of this variable on the flow, four 
other values of T were assumed. They are 0, 0.01, 0.08 and 0.2. All 
other variables were kept the same so that the effect of T could be 
isolated. The half distance between the two membranes was 0.01 cm. 
The entrance Reynolds number (R ) was 1.0 and the wall Reynolds number 
was 0.001. The results are presented in the following groups of plots: 
(1) The contours of stream function M and shear stress (T ) 
in the XY plane are presented in Figures 7 through 11. In Figure 7, x 
takes the value of zero and hence the yield stress term no longer exists. 
This reduces the flow to a Newtonian flow and this plot is essentially 
identical to the plot in Figure 7a which was made from the analytical 
solution of a two-dimensional creeping Newtonian flow. As the value of 
x increases from zero to 0.2, the changes in stream line contours are 
too small to be observed in these plots while the shear-stress contours 
move in from the wall appreciably indicating an increase in shear stress 
when the value of the finite stress term x increases. 
o 
(2) The stream function M and shear stress (T ) at selected 
yx 
values of X are plotted against Y in Figures 12 through 16. It can be 
observed that both the stream function M and the shear stress (T ) 
yx 
decrease with increasing values of X down the stream. The plot in 
Figure 12 is again reduced to that of a Newtonian flow with x set equal 
to zero. This plot is essentially the same as the plot in Figure 36 
which was plotted from the analytical solution of a two-dimensional 
Newtonian flow. It can be seen in Figures 12 through 16 that the shear 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Figure 12. Stream Function M and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 xQ = 0 
R = 1.0 R = 0.001 
x y 
54 
Figure 13. Stream Function M and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 T Q = 0.01 




Figure 14. Stream Function (\\>) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 T Q = 0.04 
R = 1.0 
x 
R = 0.001 
y 
56 
Figure 15. Stream Function M and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y. 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 T =0.08 
o 
R x=1.0 R = 0.001 
y 
57 
Figure 16. Stream Function {$) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y. 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 T Q = 0.2 
R = 1.0 R = 0.001 
x y 
58 
(3) The velocity component in the X direction (V ) is plotted 
against Y in Figures 17 through 21. It can be seen that the plug flow 
close to the center plane becomes more prominent as the value of the 
finite yield stress term T increases. When x is set equal to zero in 
J o o ^ 
Figure 17, the flow becomes Newtonian and there is no plug flow. The 
maximum dimensionless velocity (V ) , which is (v ) /U , equals 1.5 
J v x'max' v x'max o ^ 
as predicted for Newtonian flow. 
(4) The pressure on the central plane is plotted against X in 
Figure 22. It can be seen that the existence of a finite yield stress 
causes greater pressure drop. 
Effect of Wall Suction Rate (R ) 
The effect of wall suction on the flow was studied by changing 
the value of the wall Reynolds number R while holding the other varia-
bles constant. The half distance between the two parallel membranes 
was again 0.01 cm. The entrance Reynolds number (R ) was 1.0 and the 
X 
yield stress x was 0.04 dyne/cm2. The wall Reynolds numbers were 0, 
0.00025, 0.0005, 0.00075, 0.001, 0.0015 and 0.002. The results are 
presented in the following groups of plots: 
(1) The contours of the stream function ($) and the shear stress 
are presented in Figures 23 through 29. When R is zero, the flow is 
reduced to one-dimensional. The stream function {$) and shear stress 
(T ) are independent of the value of X and the contours of both the 
stream function U ) and the shear stress go straight through the channel 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































shear stress decrease with increasing X and the contours start to end 
into the walls. The larger the wall suction, the faster the stream 
function and shear stress decrease with increasing X and the greater 
the number of contours that end into the walls. This agrees with what 
would have been logically expected. 
(2) The stream function (i>) and shear stress (T ) vs Y at 
four suction rates (R = 0, 0.0005, 0.001 and 0.002) are presented in 
Figures 30 through 33. Plots of Newtonian flow for the same R and R 
values are presented in Figures 34 through 37 for comparison. In Figure 
30 when there is no wall suction (R = 0 ) , the stream functions at dif-
ferent values of X fall on the same curve and so do the shear stress 
values. When there is wall suction, the stream function and shear 
stress have different values at different X values. The larger the suc-
tion rate, the wider the curves separate from each other because of the 
decrease in stream function values and shear stress values. The effect 
of suction rate are similar in Cassonian and Newtonian flow. The only 
difference is that the Cassonian flow has larger shear stress values than 
the Newtonian flow with the same R and R values. 
x y 
(3) The velocity profiles of V at X = 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 
were calculated from the stream function values and the results are pre-
sented in Figures 38 through 41. V decreases with increasing X and 
the rate of decrease is greater with greater wall suction. 
(4) The velocity profiles of V at X = 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 
were calculated from the stream function values and the results are 
presented in Figures 42 through 45. The Y-component of velocity, V , 
73-
Figure 30. Stream Function M and Shear Stress (Tyy) vs 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 T Q = 0.04 
Rx=1.0 R y = 0 
74 
Figure 31. Stream Function (ty) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 T = 0.04 o 
R =1.0 
x 
R = 0.0005 
y 
75 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Y 0 
Figure 32. Stream Function (ijO and Shear Stress (Tvx) vs Y. 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 
yx 
T = 0.04 
o 
R = 1.0 
x 




Figure 33. Stream Function U ) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y. 
yx 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 
R = 1.0 
x 
x = 0.04 
o 




Figure 34. Stream Function (ip) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y. 
Newtonian: H = 0.01 
R = 1.0 
x 




Figure 35. Stream Function (ip) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
Newtonian: H = 0.01 
R x=1.0 
R = 0.0005 
y 
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Figure 36. Stream Function M and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y. 








Figure 37. Stream Function (t|>) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
Newtonian: H = 0.01 
R x=1.0 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































arises as a result of wall suction. When there is no wall suction, 
V = 0 and R = 0 and there is no velocity profile of V . Therefore 
y y J H y 
there is no curve shown in the plot where R = 0 and this plot is omitted 
With constant wall suction, the velocity profiles of V are essentially 
the same at different X values and the computer plotter traced the 
same curves six times in each plot. 
(5) The pressure drop on the central plane is plotted in Figure 
45. The pressure drop follows a straight line with no wall suction 
(R = 0 ) . The pressure drop becomes smaller and follows a curved line 
when there is a wall suction. Pressure drops of Newtonian flow with the 
same R and R are plotted as dotted lines in Figures 46. Cassonian 
x y K 3 
flow (solid lines) has larger pressure drops than Newtonian flow. 
Some Mutually Related Variables 
Newtonian Flow: 
For Newtonian flow: 
*' = ̂ !^(v-if> (4-1) 
where v = . iJfel 
X 9y 
= ¥(i-#-v„x) 
yx H3 2 W 
(4-2) 
Let X = x/H, Y = y/H, * = -*• W/QQ, UQ = QQ/2WH 
Rx = 4 U 0
H p / y' R = v Hp/y, y o 
T = T /pU " 
yx yx' y o 
then the above equations can be written in the dimensionless form 
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* = (|Y - JfY3)(l - 2 / X ) (4-3) 
J X X 
From equations (4-3) and (4-4) it can be seen that as long as we keep 
the ratio of R /R the same, the dimensionless stream function M will 
y x 
always stay the same and the dimensionless shear stress will change 
inversely with R . The distance between the membranes has no effect 
J x 
either on the dimensionless stream function (i|>) or on the dimensionless 
shear stress (T „). This has been tested numerically and the results are 
yx J 
plotted in Figures 47 through 53. 
Use Figure 47 as the base case with H = 0.01, R =1.0 and 
A 
R = 0.001. H was changed to 0.05 in Figure 48 and to 0.005 in Figure 
49. The plots remain unchanged, proving that the value of H has no 
effect on ib or T . In Figure 50, R and R are chanqed to 25 and r yx x y 3 
respectively. The resulting plots have the same 4> values but the T 
\ 0.025 
;amp ill valnp*; hut thp T 
yx 
values become much smaller. If these T values are multiplied by R 
yx ^ J x 
as shown in Figure 51, the plot becomes the same as that in Figure 47 
again. In Figure 52, R and R are changed to 0.25 and 0.00025 respec-
tively. The resulting plot again has the same ^ values but the T 
yx 
values become much greater. If these T values are multiplied by R 
3 yx r J x 
as in Figure 53, the plot again becomes the same as that in Figure 47. 
Cassonian Flow: 




Figure 47. Stream Function U ) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
Newtonian: H = 0.01 









Figure 48. Stream Function M and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
yx 
Newtonian: H =0.05 
R = 1.0 
x 





Figure 49. Stream Function (\\>) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
Newtonian: H = 0.005 
R x=1.0 




0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
1 
^ / / ' / / / v 
x= 100, 80, 60, 40, 20, 0 
-1 
6 9 12 15 
Figure 50. Stream Function {$) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
yx 
Newtonian: H = 0.01 
R = 25 
x 







Figure 51. Stream Function {^) and Shear Stress (TyxM
R
x)
 v s Y 
Newtonian: H = 0.01 
R = 25 
x 




Figure 52. Stream Function M and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
Newtonian: H = 0.01 
Rx = 0.25 









Figure 53. Stream Function M and Shear Stress (Tyx)(Rx) v s Y 
Newtonian: H = 0.01 
R =0.25 
x 




2F2(YT ) + D
2 T = 0 w yx; yx 
4-4) 
x k x 
(4-5) 
• ̂  (^f [4(F%)2 + (D%)Y* 
k x 
+ 1} (D > ) 
at Y = 0 , * = 0, Tyx = 0 




From the above equations and boundary conditions it can be 
observed that if R and R are kept constant and if the resultant value 
x y v 
of the group (pH x /k ) remains the same, equations (4-4) and (4-5) 
should always have the same solution. If (R /R ) and (T /R ) are kept 
the same with (pH2/kl1) remaining constant, the value of T will change 
yx 
inversely with R . These observations are proved numerically and the 
results are presented in Figures 54 through 59. In Figure 32, Figure 
54 and Figure 55 only H and T have been changed and (H2T )= 0.000004 
100 




Figure 54. Stream Function U ) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y. 
y x 
Cassonian: H = 0.05 T = 0.0016 o 
R = 1.0 
x 







Figure 55. Stream Function M and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y. 
yx 
Cassonian: H = 0.005 x0 = 0.16 
R = 1.0 
x 






Figure 56. Stream Function U ) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y 
yx 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 x = 1.0 o 
R = 25 
x 
R = 0.025 
y 
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Figure 57. Stream Function U ) and Shear Stress (T )(R ) vs Y. 
yx A 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 T = 1.0 








Figure 58. Stream Function (<//) and Shear Stress (T ) vs Y. 
yx 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 
R = 0.25 
x 
T Q = 0.01 







Figure 59. Stream Function (i/>) and Shear Stress (T )(R ) vs Y 
yx x 
Cassonian: H = 0.01 T = 0.01 
o 
Rx=0.25 R = 0.00025 
y 
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in a l l three cases. The plots turn out to be exactly the same. Now 
compare Figure 32 and Figure 56. The values that are d i f f e ren t are 
T , R and R . However the values of the r a t i o (R /R ) and (x /R ) 
o x y v y x ' o x ' 
remain the same at 0.001 and 40 respect ive ly . The resu l t ing plots 
have the same stream funct ion values but T has much smaller values 
in Figure 56 than in Figure 32. Af ter mul t ip ly ing T in Figure 57 by 
yx 
R as shown in Figure 57, the plot becomes the same as that in Figure 
A 
32. In Figure 58, the values of the ratio of (R /R ) and ( T /R ) 
still remain the same but the values of x , R and R are all much 
smaller than before resulting in large T values. After multiplying 
yx 
T by R as shown in Figure 59, the plot in Figure 59 again becomes 
yx x 
the same as that in Figure 32. 
The relations derived above can be used to predict the flow 
behavior at other conditions from the results of a known condition. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A new method has been developed in this study to solve the two-
dimensional Cassonian flow problem between two parallel permeable mem-
branes. The method consists of reducing the four stress components to 
one stress component and then introducing a stream function in the 
simplified equation. The results of the numerical solution are (1) the 
existence of a finite yield stress in the fluid increases the internal 
stresses and also increases the pressure drop, (2) the increase in wall 
suction decreases the internal stress and the pressure drop in the x-direc-
tion significantly while producing only a slight increase in the pressure 
drop in the y-direction which is approximately 1/1000 of the magnitude of 
the pressure drop in the x-direction, (3) the dimensionless stream func-
tion i> and shear stress T remain constant with respect to X when there 
is no wall flux, and decrease with increasing X values when there is a 
wall suction. 
The method developed here is not limited to rectangular coordi-
nates. It can also be applied to cylindrical and spherical coordinates. 
The correlations between different stress terms can be derived from the 
equations of continuity. This technique can also be applied to solve 
two-dimensional flow problems of other non-Newtonian fluids such as 
Bingham fluids, Ostwald de Waele fluids, etc. 
Recommendations for the extension of this study are: 
1. Change the constant wall suction rate to variable wall suc-
tion rates. 
108 
2. Change the geometry from rectangular to cy l i nd r i ca l to 
imulate blood u l t r a f i l t r a t i o n in ho l low- f iber membranes. 
3. Take into consideration the change in f l u i d rheological 
ropert ies with the removal of the u l t r a f i l t r a t e . 
A P P E N D I C E S 
no 
APPENDIX A 
CASSONIAN FLOW BETWEEN TWO PARALLEL 
l-PERMEABLE PLATES 
For steady laminar flow of any fluid between two parallel plates, 
the shear stress equation is 
P - Pi 
T = (-° , L)y (A-l) 
yx v L 
For a Cassonian fluid, the shear stress — shear rate relationship is 
v dvx % 
T = T 2 + k(- x ^ ) (A-2) 
yx o v dy ' K ' 
Taking the square root of equation (A-l) gives 
T 
y* 
pn - P, H. u 
= ( - V - 1 ) y2 (A-3) 
Since the flow is symmetrical across the central plane, only 
the half of the flow field when y is positive is considered. There-
fore the negative root has been dropped because T will always be 
positive when y is positive. Combining equations (A-2) and (A-3) 
gives 





P o " PL "2 \, 
K dy ; k u L ; y To J 
\ 1 r /Po "
 P P - Pi '2 1. 1, 
dy = -V [(-^-T—~)y - 2(-%—-) C
2 r + O 
In tegrat ing 
-v = X uZ°J^ *i . i ,!<LlIk 3/2 x l 2«-
iT- t)r- f { - J tT- i)V^+v] + c 
At y = H, v = 0 v = 0 
C = - -V t( 
, D - P, u2 4T ^ P - P, h o / 
1 r , o
 KLx H o /Ko U u
3 / 
2 3 
( « _ i ) H (A-4) 
+ T~H ] 
v = 
1 ,H2 , P 0 ' PL 
X ,.2 l 2 {%- ( -^- I—^) [1 - (fr) ] 
(A-4) 
4 ^ H 3 ' 2 pQ - PL 
( ^ - r ^ ) ti - ( £ ) ' i 
3 / 2 . 
r0H(l - f t } 
Q = 2W / v dy (A-5) 
n h „
3 / 2 2 p - p 4 T
2 H / p - p 
2WH rH ,
Ko ^ U o 
k 
2 L 2 v L (̂ V-̂ l - t- ^ V ^ 
2WH ,H 
- 2 ~ (2 "Pf 
4T '2 H 
3 / 2 
p^ + 4 - ) 
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where 
Solving equation (A-5) for pf, we get: 
i- ^n ^ -3^ i 2 t. T % 30 k 3-i -2 
2WH 
Equations (A-5) and (A-7) can be wr i t ten in dimensionless variables as 
Vx = - T C l P f ( 1 • y2) " 1 C 2 P f * ( 1 " Y V 2 ) + T o ( 1 " Y)] (A"8) 
where 
P f = | T
 h + (3K2 - ~ 1 ) h (A-9) 
f 5 o v 50 o 
pf = Pf(-fr) 
p U o 
2 k2 
K = K pU H H o 
Defining 
x 8Y ' y 8X 
i/i = / V dY + C 
r J x 
+ T 0 ( l - * ) ] + C 
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A t Y - 0 , • 4> 
C 
+ T„ (1 - * ) ] 




~Jh P,> (1 - I Y 3 / 2 ) (A-10) 
3 o f v 5 ' v ' 
terms of dimensionless variables 




The computer programs used in this study are presented here 
together with a simple logic flow diagram of the main program and defi 
nitions of some of the more important symbols used. All programs are 
















Number of interior grid points in the Y direction 
Relaxation factors a and 3. 
Square root of ultimate viscosity coefficient 
k in Casson equation. 
Temporary print out storage. 
Step size in Y direction, AY. 
D >, ( ±A _ ±JL 
3Y' 9X 




F tp. 9X8Y 
2 ,~2 
Y, F >/D ^ 
4(F 2^) 2 + (D 2^) 2. 
Half distance between the two parallel membranes 
























Number of grids in X-direction. 
Maximum number of ip,x iteration loops allowed 
before terminating the run. 
Maximum number of loops allowed for the iteration 
of the first line. 
Maximum number of Newton iteration steps 
allowed. 
Fluid pressure fac to r , P f . 
Stream function, i/>. 
Convergence criterion for the stream function. 
Initial volumetric flowrate, Q . 
Mo 
Entrance Reynolds number, R . 
X 
Wall Reynolds number, R . 
Fluid density, p. 
Dimensionless ultimate viscosity coefficient, K. 
Grid step size ratio, AX/AY. 
Convergence criterion for Newton iteration and 
False Position iteration. 
Shear stress, T . 
yx 
Yield stress of the fluid, T . 
Temporarily stored shear stress. 
Convergence criterion for the shear stress. 
Average entrance velocity, U . 
Wall suction velocity, V . 
j 0 
Velocity component in the X-direction. 
Velocity component in the Y-direction. 
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Start 








Make a first 
estimate of 
Make a first 
estimate of 
Ti,o 
Calculate ipj j 
on the first line 
with Newton 
Iteration 
Reset ipy j 








of TT -I on 
the wall 
YES 
Calculate a l l 
4>r , with (3-23) 
1 ,d 
iteration process 








TWO-DIMENSIOMAL CASSONIAN FLOW PROGRAM 
N. WEI (JUl.Y» 1975) 
DOUBLE PRECTSION PSI, TAU» TAU.3# F2» D2, PSINiJ* PSIN^r PSIP» 
1 PSlTMPr GP^UP, F, ^P* PSINN2, PSINN4, PSil» 
2 D21» GR0UP1» F°SIlr P̂ T2» D22P GR0UP2* FPSI2» 
3 PST3> FPSI^» FnSI* GAMMAr TAUPr UO» PF 
DIMENSION PSI(104r33)» TAUdO«W*3)» F?(10'W33)r TAU3(33)» 
1 NAMF(25)» GAMMA(10tf»33) , D2(1U4>3J)» 
2 YR(33 ) r XRCIOU), " S T p { l o ^ » 3 3 ) » TAUP(10<+»33)$ 
3 P S l M N 2 U 0 4 ) f P S I N M ^ ( i n ^ ) f DUMMY(33) 
*****100** READ INPUT INFORMATIONS ***** 
**+**READ IN PROBLEM iDrNjlFlrATIQM CARD ***** 
lOi ' 7 E KD ( S ^ C O M I END, (lî'iE (I) r 1 = 1,25) 






GO TO 9999 
C 
C ***** READ IN OPTIONS ***** 
C 
103 READ (5^0o&) iFTAPEr iFSTEP, iSjEpr INCOLMr INCLIN 
C 
C ***** READ IN CONTROL LlMIjS ***** 
C 
RE«D (5>40Q6) SIMAX' ,MXsTEp» MXORLP» PSI^AX* TAUMAX* LoOPM 
C 
C ***** READ IN PROBLEM DATA ***** 
C _ 
REAn i^fHOQf^) RHo» TAUO, AK ' H' RENX'RFNY»N» L, S» Al.PHA ' BE«A# 
I " LOOpP, L00PT» ALpHAl, B^TAl 
C 




WRITE (G^cCO) (MAME(I)f 1=1»25) 
QO = RENX*A'<*AK/(2.*RH0) 
vo = RENY*AK*AK/(H*RHO) 
UO = 00/(2.*H) 
WRlTr (6'H'?9) lFTApE» IFSTEP» TSTEP» IMCOLM» IMCLIN, 
} " SIMAX, MXSTFP» MV0RLP» PSTMAXI TAUMAX* LOOPM> 
WRITE (6»^0lC) RHO, TAUor AK» H» QO, V0» REMX» RENY» N, L» S' 
x ALPHA* BETA, LOOPP, LOOPT» ALPHAI» BETAI 
c 
c *****2co** CALCULATE DIMENSI°NLESS VARIABLES ***** 
c 
TAUO = TAUO/(RHO*UO*UO) 
RV = AK/SQRT(RH0*UO*H) 
vo = vo/uo 
PF = 1.2*SQRT(TAU0) + SQRT(3.*RV*RV - ,06*TAUO) 






*****3oo** CALCULATE INITIAL VALUES ***** 
Ll = L - 1 
Nl = N + 1 
.'.'2 = N + 2 
N3 = N + 3 
N** = N • f 
AN = N 
3Y = 1,/(ANJ + 1.) 
DO 31C J = 2, N4 
AJ = J - 2 
Y = DY*AJ 
YR(J) = Y 
P5I(3»J) = Y*(.5+pp*PF*(l. - Y+Y/3.) - U.*SORT(TAUO)*PF* 
1 <1. - ,q-*Y**1.5)/3. + TAUO*(1, - .5*Y) >/(RV*RV) 
TAU^(J) = PF*PF*Y 
3lC CONTINUE 
PSI(3*1) = " PSI(3,3) 
*****4QC** MAKE A FIRST ESTIMATION OF PSKI»J) ***** 
00 i+io I = 1, L 
AI = I - 3 
X = S*DY*Al 
XR(I) = X 
PSI(l#N3) = 1. - VO*X 
oo mo J = i, m 
PSl(I»j) = PSK3,J)*PSl(I»N3)/PSl(3,N3) 
**10 COMTIMUE 
*****5Q0** MAKE A -''IRST ESTI MATION Q? TAU(IrJ) ***** 
JO 510 I = ?., Ll 
P2(I,N3) = lPsKH-l'N'+> + pSl(I-l,N?>) - PsKl + l»N2> 
1 - PSI(I-1»M'*> )/<4.*S*DY*0Y> 
02(Ir'l3> = *S*S*-(PSI (T»N*+) + PST<IrM2)) - 2. * ( S*S-1 . ) *pSl ( I »N3) 
1 - PSI(I+1»W.3) . PsKI-l»M3)>/(S*S*DY*DY> 
3R0UP = ^•*F2(IrM3>**2 • D2(IrN3)**? 
IF (GROUP .LT. l.E-20) GRQUP = l.E-20 
TAU(I»N3) = - (TAU0/SQRT(GR0Up) + 2.*SQRT(TAUO)*RV/GR0uP**.2S 
1 + RV*RV)*D2(I'N3) 
DO 510 J = 2r N5 
TAU(I»J) = T/\ij3(j)*TAU<I»N3)/TAU3(N3> 
5io CONTINUE 
PSIN2 = PSlU,N2) 
P5IN4 = PSl(^,Nif) 
*****6oo** CALCULATE ( P S D ON THE FIRST LINE ***** 
JOKL = o 
i - ^ 
6 c 2 MA«< = 0 
00 610 J = 3» N2 
JUST = 0 
'NiSTrTP = 0 
MUV£ = 1 
SHAFT = 1» 
P S l P ( 4 , J > = P S l t ^ ' J ' 
119 
&0H PSIT.».P = P S l p ( ' ^ J ) 
F 2 l 3 » J ) = ( P S T ( t ; f j + l ) 
1 
0 2 ( 3 , J ) = 
1 
+ P S I ( 2 , J - 1 ) - P S I U # J - 1 > 
- P S I ( 2 , ^ + l > ) / ( 4 . * S * ^ Y * 0 Y > 
( S * s * ( P s i ( 3 » v J + l ) + P S I ( 3 ' J - 1 > ) - 2 . * ' S * S - 1 . ) * P S I ( 3 ' J > 
- P S I P ( < + , J ) " P S I ( 2 , J ) ) / ( s + S*DY*DY) 





6 Q 7 
2C) 
1 
GO TO 6 Q 7 
&o& 





(TAUO/SCRT(GROuP) + 2 . * S ^ R T ( T A U O ) * R V / 6 R O U P * * . 2 5 
+ RV*KV)*D2(3.J) + TAijC-̂ fJ) 
= (TAUO/Gn0uP**i.5 + SQRT(TAl'0)*RV/GR0UP**1.25)* 
1 D2(^rd)+*2/(S*^*nY*0y) - (TAUO/SCRT(GROUP) 
2 + 2-*&0RT(TAij0)*Kv/GR0Up**.25 + RV*RV)/<S*S*DY*Dy) 
IP (/B5(F) .Lr. 15.> G0 TO ^0^ 
IF (JUST .EO, 0) 00 TO 60«S 
..RATE (6»*+'jll) J* JORL, MoVEr \>SjEP' PSTP(4,J), F 
PSip('vrj) = PSITMP - F/FP 
IF (A-iS<PSiP(4,j) -PSI* iP) .LT. SiMAX) GO TO 609 
IF (NSTEP . GT. MXST^P) GO TO 6Q6 
NS'fEP = NSjEP + 1 
30 TO 60*+ 
IF (MOVE »GT, 
viOvF = MOV'E + 
FN = MOVE/2 
SHIFT = - SHIFT 
PSiP(4,J) = 
iJSlEP = 0 
GO TO 6C4 
IF (JUST .oT, 
JU^T = JUST + 
PSiP(4,J) = 
MOVfc- = 1 
SHIFT = 1. 




IF (JOHL »3T. LOQpp) 
PSxP(4,J) = P S K U 
IF (A3S(PSlP(i*»J) -
CONTINUE 
IF (MARK .EG. C) ^0 
PSll4'J) + SHlFT*«o7*FN*(PSIt3»J) - p S K ^ ) ) 
0) 
1 





I, J» JORL, P5K'irj), F 
BETA = PETAi 
J) + BETA*(PsIP<'^ J) ~ 
PSI('+'J)) ,GT. SIMAX) 
PSI(4,J>) 
MARK = MARK 
TO 621 
612 IF (JORI. .LT, MXORI..P) GO TO 
*RlTE ( O ^ O ^ ) jO',t-» MARK' 
30 TO 101 
JOKL = JORL •»• 1 
jO 620 J = 3, N2 
PSi(iMJ) = PSlP(f*#J> 
COivTIMUE 
GO TO 602 
DO fS?5 J = 3, N2 
P51U»J) = pSlP(^»J>' 
COi.TlDUE 
PSi (i;ri) = - PSI (t+,3) 
PSiU»N4> = PSlN^*nSI(1,N2)/P<;I^2 
********** ENTER IV'TO BIG LOOp ********** 
*****700** RELAXATION OF (pSl) ***** 
120 
LOOP = J 
7 c l PSIT = 0 
TAUT = 0 
DO 711 I = tf» L l 
1 1 = 1 + 1 
P S i : i N ? ( I l ) = p S I ( I j . » N 2 ) 
P 5 x N N ^ ( l D = P 5 I ( H 'Hi*) 
•30 710 J = 3» N2 
JUST = 0 
NS1EP = 1 
>10VE = 0 
P S i P ( I i , J ) = P S T < U » J > 
7 0 n P S l l = P S l R < T i » J ) 
F 2 ( I , J ) = ( ^ K I + l . J + 1 ) + p 5 l ( I - l , J - l ) - P S I ( I + 1 » J - 1 ) 
i - P 5 I ( I ~ l » J + l ) ) / ( ' * , * S * n Y * O Y ) 
02A = (S*S*(p<5l(l».!+U + PSI<I r.J-l) ) - 2.*(S*S - l.)*PsMl»J> 
1 - PSll .. PSI(I-1'J))/(S*S*DY*D/) 
GRJi jp l = i * , * F ? ( 5 , J)*-K2 + D 2 l * * 2 
I F (G^OUPl . L T . 1 . ---20) GROUpJ = l . E - ? o 
FPSll = ( TAUO/SQRTfSROUpi) + 2.*SQRT(TA~U0) *RV/GR0UP1**.25 
1 * PV.*RV)*^21 + TAu(I»J) 
IF (A^S(FPsIl) .LT. l.E-06) GO To 7i0 
PSi2 = 0. 
702 uZd - (S*S*(p5l(i,j + l) + PsI<I»J-l>) - 2,*<S*S - 1.)*PsI(lrJ> 
1 - P5l2 - P5r<I-1#J))/<S*S*DY*OY) 
3R^UP2 = 4,*F?(Ir J) + ic? + D22**2 
IF (GP0UP2 -LT. l,"-20) GROUp2 = l.E-20 
FP5I2 = (TA'JO/ SoRlt^RO-jpO) + ? ,*SQRT(TAUO) *RV/GR0UP2**.25 
1 +» Ry*KV)*:.-22 + TAudrJ) 
IF (FP5H*FPSI2 .Lr. 0.) GO TO 7o3 
IF (r/OvE »GT, 0) GO TO 7021 
PSI3 = PSI2 
FPbl3 = FP5I2 
PSi2 = 1. 
'40 VE = 1 
30 TO 7C2 
7021 FTcST = FPsl3*FPsl3 - FpSl2*FPSI2 
IF (FTEST ,6T. 0.) GO TO 703 
PS12 = PSI3 
FP^I2 = FPsl3 
703 PSlP(Ii,J)= PSI2 - FPSI2*(PSIP-PSU)/(FPSI2-FPSI1) 
U2ii,J) = <S*s*<PS-< C»J+1) + P S T ( I » J - D ) - 2,*($*S - i,)*PSI<I»J> 
1 - pSIp(:l»J) - pSl(I-l,J))/(S*S*OY*OY) 
GRO-JP = 4.*Fp (lr j)**2 + D?.(I»J)**? 
IF (GROUP .LT. l.E-20) GROUP = l.E-20 
F P b l = ( T A U O / S O R T ( ' - R O U P ) + 2 . # S ' i R T ( T A U 0 ) * R V / G R 0 U P * * . 2 5 
1 + R^*R\J)^D •( I , J ) + T A j j d f J ) 
I F (JUST « E ^ . 0) " 0 TO 70'* 
WRITE (6»'+0U) IlrJ' LOoPfNSTfP* pSlP(Il,J)» FPSI 
7OH IF (A^5(P5lP(H»j) 
IF (ft^lPSiPdbj) 
IF (FPSI*Fp5l2 .LT, 
IF (FpSl=»:FPSll .GT, 
PSip. = RSlptllrJ) 
FP5I2 = FPSI 
GO TO 706 
''OS PSll = PSI2 
FPSll = FPSI2 
PSi2 = PSlp<H»J) 
FPbI2 = FPSl 
-PSI2) .L , rlMAy) GO TO 709 
-PSll) .LT. SIMAV) GO TO 709 
0.) Go To 705 
0.) GO To 705 
121 
7ob I F (Nf,TEP . ^ T . MXS^EP) GO TO 707 
'JSIFIP = NSTEp + 1 
GO TO 70? 
?07 I F (JUST . G T . 0) &0 TO 708 
JU^T = JUST + 1 
P S l P ( U r j ) = P S I < U » J ) 
MOVE = 0 
• :S I ^P = 1 
GO TO 7 0 1 1 
7rb •••••RiTf (ft»^oi2) n , J r LOOP, p<a^(n»J) , FPSI 
GO TO 101 
7c9 r>SiT = PSiT + A B s ( P S l P ( l l , j ) - P s K l l r J ) ) 
710 CONTINUE 
7 l l CONTINUE 
SPb l = 0 . 
DO 715 I = 5 , L 
SPSI = SPSi + A N + P s K l ' N 3 ) 
7 l 5 CONTINUE 
PS iT = P S I T / S P S I 
00 730 I = u , n 
11 = I + 1 
P S x P ( U , 2 ) = 0 . 
P S I P ( U , N 3 ) = P S l ( l l r N 3 ) 
P S A P ( I I , I ) = „ P s I P ( H » 3 ) 
P S i p ( I i , N : f ) r P S l i N l M 4 ( U ) * p S i P d i r N 2 ) / p S l M N 2 ( l l ) 
c 
73C CO -TJNUE 
c 
c 
* * * * * 9 Q G * * RELAXATION OF (TAU) * * * * * 
L2 = L - 2 
DO 010 I = 2 , L l 
DO <nO J = 2 , M3 
F 2 ( I , J > = ( P S I ( I + 1,J+1> + p S l { I ~ l , J - l ) - P S K I + 1 # J - 1 ) 
- r > s i d - : » j + i > > / < » * . * < ; * D Y * D Y ) 
02(1,J) = (5*s*(psT(IrU+l) + PSKI.J-i)) - 2.*(S*S-l.)*
pSKIfJ) 
i - pSI(I+lrJ> - pSl(I-lrJ) )/(S*S*DY*DY) 
IF (AGS(D2(Ifj)) ,iT. l.E-20)
 n2(I,J) = - l.E-20 
GA-,MA<IrJ> = F^(lrj)/D2(I»J) 
9lO CONTINUE 
00 920 T = 3, L2 
II = I + 1 
DO 915 J = 3» NJ2 
IF (ABS(D2(I+i»J+i>) .LE. 1.E-2D) GO TO 913 
Is7 (/JRs(D2(I-irJ-l)) .LE. i.E-20) GO TO 913 
IP <ABS(D2(I + t»j-U> .LE. i.E-20) $0 TO 913 
IP <;L'.S<D2(I-1'J + 1>> .LE. 1.E-2:) GO TO 913 
TALPdi,J>= S*S*(TAU<I»J+l) + T'U(I,J-D) - 2.*.(S*S-1)*TAU(I'J) 
1 - TAu(I-l»U) -s*(f.A,-*MA(I + ] ,J + l)*TAu(I+lrJ+l) 
2 + GAvMA ( I-lr J-i)*TAU(l-l» J-l) - GAMMA ( I +11 J-l ) * 
3 TAU(l+i»J-l) - GAM,MA(I-I,J+I)*TAU(I-1#J+I) ) 
GO TO 91*+ 
9i3 rAJP(Ii,J) = (TAU(HrJ+l) + TAU(Il#j-l))/2. 
^14 TAL-T = TAUT + ABS<TAUP(I1,J) _ TAU(I1,J)> 
9i5 CONTINUE 
TAu^(Iir2) = o-
T A U p d i , N 3 ) = T A u ( l l » N 3 ) 
9 2 0 COr-.TIMUE 
STAu = 0 . 
00 930 I = M, L l 
S T M U = sTAy + AN*TAU( I»N3) 
122 
930 CONTINUE 
TAUT = TAUT/STAU 
IF (PSIT .LT. PSIMAX .AMD. TAuT .LT. TAUMAX) GO TO 9^2 
IF (LOOP -LT, L00PM> GQ TO 931 
•vRi TE ( 6»*01'+) LOÔ .'< 
GO TO 101 
931 IF (LOOP .GT, LOOPT> ALPHA = ALPnAl 
IF (LOOP .GT, LOOP,J> BFTA = BETA* 
JO 94.3 I = nt Li 
II = I + 1 
00 935 J = 3, N? 
PSl(U rj) - P s K H . J ) + BETA*(P3lp(U,J) - PSI(I1#J)) 
TAu(I#j) = TAij(I,J) + AL_PHA*<TAUP(I»J) " TAU(I.J)) 
93b CONTINUE 
P S i ( H , i ) = P ^ K t l r l ) + D E T A * ( P ^ I p ( T - U l ) - P S I ( I 1 # D ) 
P S i ( I l , N ^ ) = p S I d l ' N f ) + 3 E T A * ( P s I P ( l l » N t ) - P S K l l t N a ) ) 
9/+0 CONTINUE 
C 
C * * * * * 3 Q 0 * * MA;<E A FIRST C O R R E C T T O M 0 F (TAU) ON WALL * * * * * 
DO 810 I - 4 , L i 
F 2 ( I , N 3 ) = t P s K l M . » N « » ) + p S l ( I ~ l r N ? . ) - P S I < I + 1 » N 2 ) - p S l ( I - l , N < U ) 
1 / ( 4 , * S ^ Y * 0 y ) 
0 2 ( l , N 3 ) = ( S * S * ( P - I ( I r M 4 ) + p S r ( l » N 2 ) ) - 2 . * < S * S - 1 . ) * p S l { I , N 3 ) 
i - PS I (T+1»N3) - P s n i - 1 » N 3 ) ) / ( S * S * D Y * D Y ) 
G R J I J P = * f - * p 2 ( I » N 3 ) * * 2 + 0 2 ( I # N 3 ) * * 2 
If (GROUP . L T . l . C - 2 0 ) GRo"uP = l . E - 2 o 
TAU(I»M3) = - (TAU">/SQ«T(GROUp) + 2. *SORT(TAUO)*RV 
i /GR'"lJP**.25 + RV*Rv)*f52(I»N3) 
TAu(i»?») = 0, 
310 CONTINUE 
C 
C ********** ErjD OF WALL (TAU) CORRECTION ********** 
LAST = 0 
IF ( I F S T E P .Ed. 0) r'0 TO gal 
IF (lSnP*(LOoP/iS^EP) .NE. L0OP) GO TO 981 
WRITF (f>#'*o20) LoO;> 
9 m JO 9i;5 J = 7, M3 
PSIP(3,J) = PSK^»J> 
TAoP(3rJ) = TAU(3»J> 
9i*b CONTINUE 
PSlP(«f,f|3) = P5I(«*.N3) 
MS = Ni/INCOLM + 1 
f)0 950 J = 1,NS 
JS = 2 + ( J - 1 ) * I N C O L M 
OUN.My(j) = YP(JS) 
950 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6^^015) (DL»MMY(J)» J=1»MS) 
DO 980 I = 3, L, JNCOLM 
AI = I - 3 
XR(I) = S*DY*AI 
iJO Q60 J = 1, Ms 
JS = 2 + < j-1 )*IN^C-LM 
DU ••.'-!> (J) = PSlP(lrjS) 
960 CONTINUE 
WulTE (6r4ol7) XR(*)» ( D U M M Y ( J ) , Jrl,NS) 
DO 07c J = 1,NS 
JS r 2 + < J - 1 ) * I N C O L M 
3 U V M Y ( J ) = T A i j P ( l r j S ) 
970 CONTINUE 
123 
•VRITE (fjt^O1*) <DUf,'MY(j)r J=1,N 
^80 CONTINUE 
IF (iFjAPE .Frj, T) GO TO qo\ 
WKiTE (lOrtfOli) M3. L» Sr DY» T"Uo» 
WRITE (10»H3C,I) (•»'v!E<I)r I = l»r:5) 
WRITE (10'fu22) (YR(JJ» J = 2 ' N 3 ) 
DO 990 I = 2r L 
AI = I - 3 
XRCI) = S*DY*Al 
•A'RiTF (10 "•021) XR'D 
WRITE (lO"+C«+4) (P'-I (I,J), J=2rN3) 
WRITE (10»fQ22) (T'u (I#J), J=2»N3> 
990 CONTINUE 
991 l^ (LAST .GT. 0) '50 TO 101 
9p,l LOOP = LOOp • 1 
"0 TO 701 
9fi2 LAST = 99 
A'RiTE (6»^0l9) 
90 TC 941 
RV, RENX 
* * * * * * * * * * FORMAT L^ST * * * * * * * * * * 
HOol FORMAT ( H » ^ X ' l5<<3, 10A3) 
L+Qf)2 F0:<-1AT (1HQ//) ^ .li ̂  
<+0C3 - O K - A T (lHc» ^6H E
 !D OF P R o ^ M S * TEAR OFF THIS PAGE, GOOD L^CK. 
fOOf F O H M A T (lHi) 
40n6 FOtV'AT ( > , 
40o7 FOrcMAT (lHi» ilOH T^O DIMENSIONAL CA^SONIAN FLOW PROGRAM (II) 
t JULY, 1975 NAN WEI 
^Ood POK-'AT (1H » l5A3» 10A3) 
HOQ? FOIV.IM (1HO» t INPUT DATA (1=YES» 0=N0)»/ 
! » WRlT^ RESISTS ON TAPF. = »r II/ 
2 t L0?P ST^P PRINT O'JT = •» l\/ 
^ t INCREMENTS IN LOOP S TEP PRINT OUT = •» 13/ 
4 • COLUMN INCREMENTS IN PRIMT OUT = • »I3/ 
0 • u iNtr I N C R - ' M J I N T S IN P R I " T O U T = », 1 3 / 
7 i MAX. PSI : T POINT I T E R - U I O N S = », 1 P E 1 2 . 6 / 
d t IVIAX, ITrrR J I 0 N STEPS = ' » 1 3 / 
9 » MAX. PSI RELAXATION STEPS ON FIRST LINE = », i3/ 
! • MAX. PSI TOLERANCE = *» 1PE12.6/ 
a • -4AX, TAij 'OLERANCE = * ' 1PE12.6/ 
1 t M A X . PSl~[AU RELAxATjO'-! STEP'S = • # I**> 
<tOiO FOKMATM RHO = «, iPEl2.6/t TAUO = t» lPEl2.6/» AK = • , 1PE12.6/ 
L , H = ?» 1P--12.6/ t 0 0 = •' 1PE12.6/
1 VO = •• lPEl2,o/ 
2 * PS^K = ' ' 1 . E 1 2 . 6 / ' RENY = ' , 1 P E 1 2 . 6 / * N = », 1 2 / 
2 i L = t , 13/ 
3 i S <X/Y GRT^ RATIO) = •» 0 P F B . 4 / » ALPHA = »r O p F 6 , 3 / 
* t JETA = « , 0 P F 6 . 3 / t LoOPP = », I U / » L00PT = »» I V 
0 • A L P H A I r • ' 0 P F 6 . 3 / ' f3 r:TAl = •» 0 P F 6 . 3 ) 
4 0 i l F0K.1AT ( \H » 2 d 3 » ^X)» 5 ( i P E j 2 . 6 f 3X) ) 
f+012 FOK-nT ( l H o » » * * * * * POINT iTCRATlOri FAILED TO CONVERGE », 
1 3<l3, HX), ̂ (1P£12.6» 3*)) 
*t0tj POKV'AT (1^0' tRELA^ATlOrj OF PsI F A I L E D TO CONVERGE AFTER •» 
t I3r' LOOoS ON
 T H E FlRc>T LlNF AT »r I3r » POINTS.1) 
«fOii* FOKlf-T (HD» iPSl-rAU CiiCCESS'lVt: RELAXATION FAILED TO CONVERGE » 
1 'AFTER », IV ' LOOPS.1) 










(1HO# t***** P5I ***** X = •, 1PE12.6/ 8<3Xr 1PE12.6)) 
(iH^r »**•** TAU **+*+t/ 6(3x» 1PF12.6)) 
(lHl///r 10X' »*****••* + FUjAi. RESULTS ********») 




( I H Q ' 
TAUO = 
PF = *r 
t P E i 2 . 6 ) 
3 ( 2 X ' 1 P E 1 2 . 5 ) ) 
4<2x» 1PD20.1J*)) 
tD lMEWSlo^LESs ° t j A f : T i T l E s : » / 
• , i P £ l 2 . 6 / » RV = ' , l p E 1 2 . 6 / » VO = » , l p E l 2 . 6 / 
1 P E 1 2 . 6 / ' UO = ' , 1PE12 .6 ) 
*************** fr\^ OF FORMAT LIST *************** 
9999 CONTINUE 
ENJ 
STREAM FUNCTION CHECK OUT PROGRAM 
N. WEI (APRIL 29* 1975) 
nOURLE PRECISION PST'FPSI'TPSI» Q 
DlMFNSlON PSI<10t+»64) r TAU(l04r64) r TAUP( 104*64) f NAME<25) 
1 Y(64)» P(ln4,33) 
*****l00** READ IN DATA CARDS ***** 





















I = 1* 25) 
1007) ISTYPF* IFREAL' RENXr 
1 L» Nr iMCPRTr iPRTlr 
WRITE (6# 1005) 
WRITE (6r 1002) 
WRITE (6r 1006) (NAMF(T)r I = lr25) 
0 = R E N X * A K * A K / ( 2 . * R H 0 ) 
VO = R E N Y * A K * A K / ( H * R H O ) 
IF (IPRT1 ,EQ. 0) GO To 301 
WRITE (6» 100O) ISTYpEr IFREALr Qr RENXr 
1 AK' RrtOr S' Dr L' Nr iNCPRTr 
*****300** CALCULATE AMD PRINT PSI ***** 
301 N4 = N + 4 
N3 = N + 3 
UO = Q/C2.*H) 
RV = AK/SQRT(RHO*UO*H> 
AN = N 
DY = H/(AN+1.) 
DO 310 J = d* N4 
AJM = J - 2 
Y(J) = DY*AJM 
310 CONTINUE 
DO 330 I = 2* L 
Al = I - 3 
X = S*DY*D*AI 
HrRENYrAr 
IFPLOT 
TAUO» AK,RHO» S» D> 




no 320 J = 2» N«* 
AY = Y ( J ) 
TP5T = F P S M X ' AY»Q»HM/0»A»TAU0»AKf5»ISTYpE) 
TTAil = FTAU(X'AY'Q»H,Vo»A»TAUO»AK»ISTYPE) 
PSI(I»J) = TPSI*2./Q 
TAU(I»J) = TTAU/lRHO*Un*UO> 
IF (ISTYPE .EO. Z) GO TO 320 
P ( l » j ) = (V0*<X*A - A Y * A Y ) - Q*X)*1.5*AK*AK/(H**3*RHO*Uo*UO> 
320 CONTINUE 
P S I ( I » 1 ) = - P S I U > 3 ) 
330 CONTINUE 
L l = L - 1 
CY = Dy/H 
TAUO = TAUO/(RHO*UO*UO) 
no 340 I = 2» L i 
nO 340 J = 2 ' N«5 
F2 = ( P 5 K I + 1 'J + 1) + P q K I - l r J - 1 ) - P S I ( I + l r J - l ) - P S K l - l » J + D ) 
1 / (4 . *S*CY«Ct> 
n2 = < S * S * ( P 5 K I ' J + 1 ) + P S K l » J - l > > - 2 . * t S * S - l . ) * P S I < I » J > 
i - P S K I + l r j ) - P S T ( I - 1 ' J ) ) / ( S * 5 * C Y * C Y > 
CROUP = 4 . *F2*F2 + D?*n2 
IF (bROUP .LT« l.E-2n) GROUP = l.E-20 
TAUP(I#J) = - (TMUO/SQRT(GROUP) + 2.*SQfU(TAUO)*RV/GR0Up**.25 














= 1 . 
= Q/2. 
= RHO*UO*UO 
= (N + D/lNCPRT 
EQ. 0) GO TO 341 
no 
JS 




Y(J) = Y(JS)/YD 
345 CONTINUE 
nO 350 I = 2* L 
nO 350 J = 1» NS 
JS = 2 + (J-1>*INCPRT 
psid'j) = Psi(i»JS)*Pn 
TAU(Irj) = TAU(IrJS)*Tn 
TAUP(I»J) = TAUpHrJs>*TD 
p(l.j) = PdrJS) 
3b0 CONTINUE' 
WRITE (6# 1009) iFREAL» 
1)0 3o0 I = 2» L 
Al = I - 3 
X = S*DY*0*Al 
IF (IFREAL .EQ. 1) GO TO 
X = X/H 









<Y<J)* J = 1»NS> 
353 












0) GO TO 101 
N3r L ' St DY» TAUO» 







HO 990 I = 2* L 
Al = I - 3 




























************** FORMAT L1ST ************** 
15A3, 10A3) 








































t H = »* 
t RENY = 
f TAUO = 
t S = »* 
1 L = »* 
t IPRT1 = 
— I 
INPUT DATA <I=YES* 
TYPE OF CALCULATION = ' * 
DI^ENSTOMAL PSI = » * 11/ 
Q = *» 1PE12.6/ » RENX = 
1PE12.6/ » VO = 
' » 1PE12.6/ 
•»1PE12.6/' 
1DE12.6/ • D = 
13/ • N = • » 





' A = » * 1PE12.6/ 




» INCPRT = »* 11/ 
r » II) 
(1H0/*'** FINAL RESULTS ** (•* Il»»)»// 
IX* 'SEi-ECTFD GRID POINT VALUS Y(J)»// 
8(3Xr lpE12.fi)) 




















»** TAU ***'/8(3X» 1PE12.6)) 
»*** p ***»/8(3X» 1PE12.6)) 
•** TAUP ***'/8(3X» 1PE12.6)) 
15A3* lnA3) 









DOUBLE PRECISION FPsI» Q 
*****200** DEClot. TYPE OF CALCULATION ***** 
GO TO (201* 202)* ISTYPE 
*** 1. NEWTONIAN FLUID WITH CONSTANT WALL FLUX 
FPSI = (»5*U - vO*X)*(3. - (Y/H)**2)*Y/(2.*H) 
GO TO 99 
*** 
127 
c *** 2. CASSONIAN FLUID WITH NO WALL FLUX *** 
202 PF = 1.2*SQRT(TAU0/H) + SORT(1.5*Q*AK**2/H**3 - .06*TAUo/H> 
IF (Y .LT. 0.) Y = 0. 
FPSl = (Y/A«v**2)*< .5*PF**2*<1. - < Y/H) **2/3. >*H**2 
1 - 1.333333*S0RT<TAU0)*H**1.5*PF*(i. - 0 .***( Y/H> **1 .5) 
? + TAU0*H*(i.- .5*Y/H>> 
99 RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FTAU^X» Y»Q»H»\/0» A »TAUO»AK MISTYPE) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Q 
c 
C *****4f)0** DECIDE TYpE OF CALCULATION ***** 
C 
GO TO (H01» 402)» ISTYPE 
C *** 1. NEWTONIAN' CONSTANT WALL FLUX *** 
HOI FTAu = (Q/2. - VU*X>*3.*Y*AK**2/H**3 
GO TO 99 
C *** 2. CASSONUAN* NO WALL FLUX *** 
402 PF = 1.2*SQRT<TAUO/H) + SORT(1.5*Q*AK**2/H**3 - ,06*TAUo/H> 
FTAlj = PF*PF*Y 
99 RETURN 
ENO 
C ********** VELOCITY " PRESSuR£ PROGRAM ********** 
r 
OOJII.E PRECISION SI 
DIMENSION P S K I Q ^ 33) » TAu< 1 Q ^ 33> , TAUX (I04r 33) » VX^lO'W33 
1 P(l04,3-)» r«AME(25), YR(33), XR(1Q4) 
i RE'O (10»4O11,END= -,9) rj3» Lr S» DY, TAUOr RV> RENX 
IF (M3 SLT. I.> GO TO 9g 
RE.O (10^008) (fJ!'t(i)» 1 = 1,25) 
• lZ>0 (lOr'+o??) (Y (J)» J=p>'N3> 
00 10 I = 2» L 
RE.,j (1C^0 ?D XR-1) 
r<E>0 (lQ»'+0i«4) (P;I(I'J)» J=2»V3) 
PSI(Tri) = - -5SI(I 3) 
KEMQ (10^0^-2) (T U(I»J), J=2,!'3) 
10 CONTINUE 
LI = L - 1 
N2 = N3 - I 
Nl = M2 - I 
DO ?0 I = 3, LI 
DJ 19 JJ = ?, N3 
j = 2 + N3 - jj 
F2 = <PSI(I + 1»U+1 ) + PSKI-lfJ-1) - PSI(I + 1»J-1) - PSl(I-lrJ+l)> 
1 /(4.*S-OY*oYr 
02 = ( S * S * ( P S I ( I , J , D - P S l d r J - 1 ) ) - 2 . * ( S * S - 1 . ) * P S I ( I ' J > 
1 - P S U U h j ) - P 5 K I - 1 » J ) )/(S*S*DY*DY) 
GR^UP - 4 . * F ? t F 2 + 02*02 
IF (GROUP .LT. 1.E.20) GRQUP = l.E-20 
TA'JX(I.J) = - (TAU-/SQRTCGROUP) + 2.*S0RT(TAU0)*RV/GR0UP**.2 5 
1 + RV.RV)*2.*F2 
IF ((TAUdrvJ)**2 + TAuX(Irj)**?) ,LT. TAMO*TAUO) GO To 18 
VXlT,J) = (PSl(I,JtD " PSI(I»J-1) )/(?..*OY) 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PROGRAM MAINf IN f>U F • OUTPUT , CARY , V°l , TAPE 5 = INPUT , TAPE 6=OUT PUT 
1 TA»'E10=CARY,TACE8=V«31) 
********** VELOCITY - PRESSURE PROGRAM ********** 
DIMENSION ocifiQi,, 33) » T AU (10*«» 3 *> , T AUX (10 <•. 3 3) . VXC10t»*33)t 
°(10U,33), NAME<25). Y«(33), X R d O U VY(10<*,33> 
READ (5« > ITAPE 
1 REAO (10,<t011> N3, Lt S, DY, TAUO, RVt RENX 
IF (N3 .LT. 1) GO TO 99 
READ (lU,i*O0P) (NAMc(I), I = lt25) 
RFAO (10,^022) (YR(J), J=2,N3> 
DO 10 I = 2, L 
READ (10,U021) XRfl) 
READ (10, <•()«»«•) (PSI(I,J), J=2,N!3) 
PSI(Itl) = - PSI(I,3) 
READ (10,^02?) (TAU(I,J), J=2»N3) 
10 CONTINUE 
LI = L - 1 
N2 = N3 - 1 
Nl - N2 - 1 
OO 20 I = 3, 1.1 
DO 19 JJ = 2, N3 
J = 2 • N3 - JJ 
VY(I,J) = C«*ST(I-1,J) - P S K I + U J ) )/(2.*S*CY> 
F2 = (PSMH-l.J + l) • PSKI-ltJ-1) - °SI(I*1,J-1> - PSI(I-i.J+i>> 
1 /C+.*S*OY»OY) 
02 = fS*SMPSI(I,J*l> - PSICI»J-1>> - 2.MS*S-1.)*PSI(I,J> 
1 - PSI(I+1,J) - PSI(I-l,J))/(S*S»OY*OY) 
GRO'JF = i».*F2»F2 + D2*02 
IF (GROUP .LT. l.E-20) GROUP = l.E-20 
TAUX(I,J> = - CTAUO/SQRT(GROUP) + 2.*SQRT(TAUO)*RV/GROUP*».25 
1 * RV*RV)*2.*F2 
IF (<TAU(IfJ)**2 * TAUX(I,J)**2) .LT. TAUO'TAUO) GO TO 18 
VX<I,J) = (PSICI.J+l) - PSI(I,J-1))/C2.»OY) 
GO TC 1<5 
1« VX(I,J) = VX(I„J*1I 
1<= CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
00 30 I = 3, LI 
VX(I,N3) = 0. 
TAU(I.l) = •- TAU(I,3> 
TAUXCI.l) = TAUX<I,3I 
TAUX(I,N3) = 0«. 
30 CONTINUE 
00 <«0 J = 2, N3 
P(3,J) = 0. 
*»0 CONTINUE 
00 5 0 I - In U 
00 50 J = ?» N2 
P(I,J) = P(I-li.J) - (TAUX(I,J) - TAUX(I-1»J)> 
1 - (TAL(I,J+1) - TAU(I,J-1) > TAU(I-1,J*1) - TAU(I-1»J-1)> S/<*. 
50 CONTINUE 
TAU(L,N2) = TA'J(L-2,N2) - 2. * (T AU (L-2 , N2) - TAU(L-1,N2>) 
DO 60 I = U, LI 
P(I,N3) - °(I,N1) - CTAUCI+1»N2)-TAU(I-1*N2))/S 






< + 0 0 « 
^ C l l 




H 0 2 < + 
^ • 0 2 5 
f * 0 2 6 
^ 0 2 7 
1 0 0 0 1 
1J002 





























































X R d ) , (VX(I,J), J = 2,N3) 



































* * ****** * 
NUE 
* C O ^ M A T LIST * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
A3, 10A3) 
1 3 , <*XI , 5 ( 1 P £ 1 3 . 6 , 3X)> 
E 1 3 . 6 ) 
2 X , 1 P E 1 3 . 6 ) ) 
2 X , 1PE21.1<#)> 
5 A 3 , 10A3) 
***** Y ( j ) * * * * * " / 8 ( 2 X , 1 P E 1 3 . 6 ) ) 
* * • * * v x * * * * * x = « , 1 P E 1 2 . 6 / 8 ( 2 X , 1 P E 1 3 . 6 ) ) 
* * * * * p * * * * * " / 8 ( 2 x , 1 P E 1 3 . 6 ) ) 
* * * * * V Y * * * * * « • / » ( 2 X , 1 P E 1 3 . 6 ) ) 
( 1 3 , <»X), 5 ( l P E 1 3 . 6 t 3 X ) ) 
5 A 3 , 10A3J 
( 2 X , 1 ° E 1 3 . 6 ) > 
= E 1 3 . 6 ) 
* END OF FORMAT L IST *************** 
9 9 0 
********** GPCP CONTOUR PROGRAM (i) ********** 
DOUBLr PRECISION PSi 
DIMENSION N A M E ( 2 5 ) » YR(33) 
READ(10»tnil» END=99) N3' 
PSI(104r33)r 
S» DY» TAUO» 
TAU(10U»33)» XR(10t*) 
RV 
IF (N.̂  .LT. D 
DY = 1./(M3-2) 
Hk = w3 - 1 
READ( in»4ri08) 
READ( in»»*n22) 











GO TO 99 
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• 3 » M 5 X » »TAU») 
(•ARAY*»5X» «1» » 2 X r . » l 0 l • » t » X ' » l » f 3 X » I 2 ) 
( ' P L O T ' ) 
( • R R D R M 
C R A S M 
< , c , l 2 F , » l X » » l 2 . 5 0 » r t o . 5 0 0 f » » 2 . 0 0 0 , » , 1 . 0 0 0 , » 5 x > • 0 . 0 0 0 * » 
• l . O o O f i 5 X » ' 1 0 0 . 0 ' , 5 Y » • O . O O O ' r F 5 . 2 # 5 X ' ' - 1 . 0 0 » > 
( ' L E V S * »1X#2F5.2»1X» * n . 5 0 • » I X t • 0 . 0 7 * # 
2 / » ' n . 0 » »2X' ' 0 « 0 » »?X» »0 .0» #2X» » 0 . 0 * » ^ X r » l » »t*X» 
• i 4 ' n * X » ' 2 ' , 2 F 5 . 2 r 3 x » • 15» r<+X » • 1 • > 
10026 FORMATC *SYMB» »5X»'l* » •lO.Oo'» *-1.50* » ̂ C OO* »lx»'0»21'» 
1 SXf'SO'tlSX'lOAS) 
10027 FORMAT (,END») 






**************** PLOT (PSI)-(TAU) AT CONSTANT X ****************** 
DOUBLF PRECISION PSI 

















































1 i R U F d ^ O O ) 
CALL P L O T c ; ( l R U F ( l ) »140G »2»30 . #00) 
CALL PL0T' .1X(300.0) 
CALL P L 0 T ( 2 . 0 » 5 . 5 » - 3 ) 
1 READ ( f l » 4 0 U # E N D = 9 9 9 ) N3» L» S» DY> 
I F ( N * . L T . 1) GO TO 999 
READ ( f l r ^OOa) (NAME( I )» I = l » 1 2 > 
READ ( 8 ^ 0 2 2 ) ( Y R ( J ) » J=2 ,N3> 
L I = I - 1 
DO 10 I = 2» * 
READ ( f i » 4 0 2 l ) 
READ ( f l r lO i+ 'O 
READ ( A r i l 0 2 2 ) 
10 CONTINUE 
TAUO = TAUO 
PLOT(0 
PLOT(0 
P L 0 T ( 5 
P L 0 T ( 5 
PLOT(0 
P L O T d 
P L O T d 
P L 0 T ( 2 
PL0T (2 
P L 0 T ( 3 
P L 0 T ( 3 
P L 0 T ( 4 
PLOT(t* 
P L 0 T ( 5 
P L 0 T ( 4 
PLOT(i+ 
PL0T (4 
P L 0 T ( 3 
PL0TC3 
P L 0 T ( 2 
P L 0 T ( 2 
TAUO' RV# RENX 
- 2 . 5 
- 2 . 5 
2 . 5 







- 2 . 5 
- 2 . 4 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
2 . 5 
2 . 4 
2 . 5 
2 . 4 , 
2 . 5 i 
2.41 
>2) 






> 2 > 



























CALL PLOT<L0» 2.5»3) 
CALL PL0T(1»0» 2.1»2) 
CALL <;YMBOL<2.2r 2 .9» 0 • 11 * 3 H P S I ' 0 . 0 » 3 ) 
CALL < ;YMBOL ( 2 .2» -3 , l »0»11»3HTA l }»0«0»3 ) 
CALL q Y M B o H - . 9 r - 0 . 1 » 0 . 1 1 ' 2 H Y » 0 . 0 » 2 ) 
CALL SYMBOL I 0.0»-1.0 r 0•21»NAVE rO.0 130) 
DO 15 J = 2» N3 
YR(J) = Ytf(J) *2.5 
C O N T I M U E 
DO 10 I = 3» Ll# 20 
DO 20 J = 2» N3 
PSI(I.J) - PsKl'J)*5. 
CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT(0.0»0.0»3) 
DO 30 J = 3, N3 
SI = P S K T » J ) 
CALL PL0T< SI , YR(J)» 2) 
C O N T I M U E 
CONTINUE 
DO 50 J = 2» N3 
YR(J) = - YR(J) 
CONTINUE 
= 3» Llr 20 
= 2» N3 
=(TAU(l»J)/3 
DO 80 I 
DO 60 J 
TAU(I.J) = ( T A U ( I » J ) / 3 . ) * R E N X 
CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT(0.0»0.0»3) 
DO 70 J = 3r N3 
CALL PLOT(TAUU'J) r YR(J)» 2) 




GO TO 1 
*************** FORMAT 
FORMAT (1X» 12A6) 
FORMAT (1X» 2U3» 1X)> 
FORMAT (lx» 1PE12.6) 
FORMAT (lx'» 8(2X» 1PE12.6)) 
FORMAT (lx» 1(2X» 1PD20.11)) 











NAME(25)» YR(33)» VX(101»33>» 




(Rr1ull^END=999) N3» L» S» 
IF (N* .LT. 1) GO TO g99 
READ (ft»1()0B) ' (NAME(I># 1=1,12) 
READ (8»1n22) (YR(J)» J=2,N3) 
LI = I - 1 
DO 10 I = 3, LI 
READ (fl»102l) XR(I) 
READ (8»1n22) CVX(I»J>» J=2rN3) 
P(101»33)» IRUF(llOO)# 





READ (fl»4022) (P(ltj)t J=2#N3) 
10 CONTINUE 
Nl = M3 - 2 
N4 = M3 • 1 
M2 = Ml + N3 
TAUO = TAjO + S*DY*RV*0. 
CALL PLOT(0»0# 2.0,3) 
CALL PL0T(0»0»-2.0r2) 
CALL Pl.OT(6.0r-2.0r2) 
CALL PL0T(6.0' 2.0»2) 
CALL Pl.OT(0»0» 2.0»2) 
CALL PLOT(0»0» 0.0>3) 





CALL PL0T(6»0» 0.0>3) 
CALL PL0T(5»9» 0.0»2) 
CALL PLOT(4.0» 2.0»3) 
CALL PL0T(4.0» 1.9»2) 
CALL PLOT(2»0» 2.0»3) 




DO 50 I = 3, Llr 20 
DO 20 J = 2f N3 
JJ = ? + N3 - J 
VP(J) = Vx(i»JJ>*4. 
YP(J) = - YR(JJ)*2. 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 J = N4» M2 
JJ = j - Nl 
VP(J) = V Y ( 1 » J J > * 4 . 
YP(J) = YR(Jj)*2. 
30 CONTINUE 
CALL PL0T(VP(2>»YP(2)»3) 





GO TO I 
*************** FORMAT LIST ********************** 
4008 FORMAT (lX» 12A6) 
4011 FORMAT (1X» ?<I3r 4X)» 5(lpEl2.6r 3X)) 
4021 FORMAT (1*> 1PE12.6> 
402? FORMAT (lxr fl(2X» lPEl2.6>) 
*************** END OF FORMAT LIST *************** 
999 CONTINUE 
END 
FrcOGrtAf H A I N ( I N P U T f O U T F U T f V P l t l A P c 5 = l N P U F t T A P £ b = OUTPUTtTAPE8 = \ l P l > 
* + * • * + * * * * * * * * * FLCT VY P R O F I L E S • * * * + * * • * • • * * * * 
Li I i 1 ENS ION N*. M E ( 2 3 > i Y R ( 3 i ) » VXC1G<*»33> t P ( 1 0 4 , 3 3 ) , I 3 U F ( 1 4 0 0 ) » 
V P ( ^ 6 > » Y P ( c b ) , X R ( i C 4 ) , V Y t l 0 4 t 3 . i l 








H2 2 2 
N3 
GC TO 999 
(NAf£(II, 1=1,12) 
( YR (J) , J=2,N3) 
rir. AO 
DEAD 










CALL PLOTMXmO. ?) 
CAuL FLOT(1.:,8.0,-3) 
F£*J (8,4011) 
IF < I * 3 .LT. 1) 
R£AO (fi,4CCa) 
KcAJ te,4G22) 
LI = L - 1 
CO 10 1 = 3 , 
KEAJ ( C , H U 2 1 ) 
( £ , 4 0 2 2 ) 
(8,4022) 
I S , 4 0 2 2 ) 
CoMINUE 
Nl = N3 - 2 
N2 • 1 
N1 • N J 
= TAUO • S*OY*R\/»0. 
hLOT (G.G, 2.C ,3) 
_ __ f-LJT (i. . J,-2 .3 ,2) 
CALL FLOT(6.0,-2.0,2) 
CALL FLOT(6.J, 2.0,2) 
FLJT ( u • v,, 2.3 ,2) 
FLOT(J.J, 3. J,3) 
FLOT (0.1, 0.0 ,2) 
FLOT (2.3,-2.0 ,3) 
FLOT U.0,-1 .9,2) 
FLOT(4.0,-2.3 ,3) 
FLOT (4.0,-1.9,2) 






L, S, OY, TAUO, RV, RENX 
J=2,N3) 
J = 2 ,N3) 
J=2,N3) 
















30 5 0 I 
CO 21 J 







btMoCL(2.8,-2 .3,0 .1H,2HVY,0 .0,2) 
SYMBCLC-.?»-?,iti*.lH»2H Y,0.0,2) 
SYi-ltiCL(o. 2 , -4.5,0 .21, l>AM£,0 .0,30) 
' = 3, Lit 2C 
= 2, N3 
N3 - J 
VY (I, JJ)*103G. 
<? (J) - - YS(JJ)*2. 
CONTINLS 
DO 3c J = N4, M2 
JJ = J - Nl 
VP(J) = VY(I,J J)*1000, 
YP(J» = YR(JJ)*2. 
CONTINLE 
C A L U FcOT (VF (2) ,YP(2) ,3) 
DO HC J = 3, M2 
CALL FLOT (VF(J) ,YP(J) ,2) 
C0NTIKLS 
CJUTINL£ 
CALL PLOTds.G, Q .0,-3) 




FORMAT (IX, 12A6) 
FO^HAT (IX, 2(13, sX) 
FOkrtAT (IX, iPtl 2.6) 
FOPMMT (IX, »(2X, lPcl3.6M 
»***•******#**» £ N C Qp FOkMAT LIST *************** 
136 
• ^ 9 CONTINUE 
CALL P L O T C l t | . 0 t G . D t 9 4 9 > 
ENO 
*************** PLOT PRESSUP^ npop *************** p (X) 
DIMLNSION IBUF(l<tOO)» ^ M E C 5 ) , 
P(ini|,^3)r PP(IO^) 
































































































































































SYMHOL(3.7,-D.8 » 0.14 » 3HV/K,n.o r ̂ ) 
SYMROLtl.of-7.5»0 
(NCI .Fu. 0) uO TO 
25 K r MCI, Nc2 
2l»20u 
2f> 
AXTAL pRFSSURE uROP,0.0»20) 
READ l8»4nu,EMD=l>99) N3, L, S, 
IF (N3 .LT. 1) GO TO 999 
READ I8,4n03) (MMME(I)» 1=1,12) 
READ 18,4022) (YK(J)» J=2»N"*) 
DY» TAUOf RV, RE.̂ X 
137 
Ll = L - 1 
DO 10 I = 3, Ll 
READ (8,4r»2l) XRtI) 
READ (8>4r>22) <VA(I,J), J=2»N3) 
READ 18,^022) (HI,J), J=2,N3) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL- P L O T ( 0 . 0 » 0 . 0 , 3 ) 
DO 2 0 1 = 4 , L l 
P\3ii) - P ( I , 2 > / 3 0 0 . 
X R ( I ) = X o ( I ) / i 2 . b 
C A L L P L O T ( X R ( I ) r P P ( I ) » 2 ) 
<_0 CONTINUE 
YS = P P ( L 1 ) 
CALL SYMR^LdO.r YS ,0.07,NA E,0.0,30) 
*5 CONTINUE 
^6 IF (NN1 ,E0. 0) GO TO 999 
Ho 50 K = UNI, Mi42 
READ (9,4nil,EMD=999) N3, L, S, DY, TAUO, RV, RENX 
IF (NJ .LT. 1) GO TO 999 
READ <9,40(j8) (NAME(I), 1 = 1,12) 
READ (9,4*22) (Yi<(J>, J=2,N"̂ ) 
H = L - 1 
DO ,30 I = 2, L 
READ (9,4021) XR(D 
READ (9,4*22) (P(I,J), J=2,N3) 
jH CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT(0.0,n.0,3) 
DASH = 1. 
DO 40 I = 4, Ll 
PPU) = Pt I,2)/300. 
XR(1) = XP(I)/12.5 
DASH = - nASH 
IF (DASH ,GT. 0.) GO TO 39 
CALL PLOT(XR(I), PP(I),2> 
GO TO 40 
o9 CALL PLOT(XRd) ,PP<I),3) 
HO CONTINUE 
Y5 = PPCL1) 
CALL SYMR^Ld5., YS , 0 ,07,NA"E, 0.0, 30) 
JO CONTINUE 
Q *************** FoRMAT LIST ********************* 
40ul FORMAT ( ) 
40o8 FORMAT (IX, 12A6) 
UQ11 FORMAT (ivr 2(13, **X) , 5UPF12.6, 3X>) 
40.il FORMAT (IX, 1PE12.6) 
40«i2 FORMAT (1Y, 8(2X, 1PF12.6) ) 
C *************** EIMD OF FORMAT LI^T *************** 
9 * 9 CONTINUE 
END 
FROGKPh MAIN ( I N P L T f O U T F U T , V P l t T A P E b = I N F U T , T A P E 6 = U U T P u T t T A P E 8 = V P l ) 
C 
Q * » * + » * 9 * * v + » » » * FLCT P ( Y ) P R O F I L E S *************** 
C 
C1HEUSION N A M E ( 2 5 ) V Y R C 3 3 ) , V A ( 1 C 4 » 3 3 ) . P ( l G < * f 5 3 ) , i i 3 U F ( 1 4 a C ) , 
1 \ / F ( c b ) . Y P ( c 6 ) , X F ( i 0 4 ) , V Y ( 1 C < * , 3 3 ) 
CALL PLOTS ( i e U F , 5 1 < i t 2 , 0 ) 
CALL F l O T H X < 3 0 0 . (?) 
CALL PLOT C I . ( J , 6 . C , - 3 ) 
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1 REAu ( C U l l ) N3t Lt S, DY, TAUO, RV, RENX 
IF (N3 .LT . 1) GC TO 999 
READ fe.itCCd) (NAKE(I), 1=1,12) 
REAC Ifci4u2i) (YR(J)t J=c,N3) 
LI = L - 1 
CO 1C I = 3, LI 
READ (fif^021) XR<I) 
RZAD te,^022) (VX(I,J>, J=2,N3) 
READ (8,4022) (VY(1,J), J=2,N3) 
READ ( 6 , H C 2 2 ) (P(I,J>, J=2*Ni) 
10 GONTIKLE 
M = N3 - 2 
iJ<» = N3 «• 1 
M2 = M • N! 
TAuC = TAUO + S*DY*RV*0. 
CALL FLOT (O.Ct 2.3.3) 
CALL FLOT (' .",-2 .%2) 
CALL FLOT(b.3,-2.C,2) 
CAuL FuOT(6.0, 2 .0 ,2) 
G A L L FLOT ( o . J, 2 .0 ,2) 
CALL PLOT C .C, 0 .? ,3) 
CALL FLOTdl.lt 0.0,2) 
C A L L FLOT ( 2•u»-2.w,3) 
C A L L FLOT (2.2,-1.9,2) 
C A L L FLOT ( A.C-2 .0 ,31 
CALc rLOT (H.0,-1.9,2) 
CALL rLuT(6.r, a.C,3) 
CALL FLOT (5.9, J .0 ,2) 
C A L L PLOT(L.Q, 2 .0 ,3) 
CALL FLOTm.O, 1.9,2) 
CALL FLOT (2.3, 2.3,3) 
CALL FLOT (2.o, 1 .9,2) 
CALL S *MBCL(2.e,-2 .3,0 .1<+,2H F,O.0,2) 
CAuL SYMdCL(-.9, - U . 1 , 0 . 1 H , 2 H Y,0.0,2) 
CAuL SYMdCL(C.2,-H .5,C.21,hAKE,Q.0,30) 
DO 5J I = It Lit 23 
30 2: J = 2, N3 
JJ = c + N3 - J 
VP(J) =-P(1,JJ)*4./1000. 
YP (J) = - YS (JJ) * 2 . 
20 CC.UINLE 
OO J: J = NM, M2 
JJ = J - Nl 
V P U ) =-P(I,JJ)*H./1UCQ. 
YP(Ji - YR(JJ)*2. 
30 CONTINLE 
CALu FLOT(VP(2),YP(2),3) 
OO Vj J = 3, M2 
CAcL FLOT (VH(J) ,YP(J) ,2) 
<*0 CONTINUE 
5c GG^TIULE 
CAi_L FLOT (14 .0,0 .0 ,-3) 
GC TO 1 
Q #*•*.•*.»**¥.»*»** FORMAT LIST #• + ******»•***•****•*» 
tGGb FORMAT l~X, 12A6) 
Mill FORMAT (IX, c(I3, H X ) , 5(1PE13.6, 3X)) 
MC 2 1 FCR^AI (IX, lPtl3.e) 
4 J 2 2 FGR.-IMT (IX, P.(2X, lPcl3.6)) 
Q ** *••* * + ** ¥»•** £NQ op poRMAT LIST *•*»*********•* 
999 CONTINLE 
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